





















This# thesis# examines# the# methods# that# director# Sir# Kenneth# Branagh#
employs# in# his# approach# to# directing# his# films# and# questions# whether# the#
consistency#of#methods#adopted#by#Branagh#across#the#scope#of#his#films#and#their#
















through# the# use# of# elements# of# miseZenZscène,# (Geraghty# 2008)# and# that# the#
viewer#and#director#are#collaborators#in#producing#meaning##in#film#(Wollen#1972).#
This#study#contributes#to#the#field#of#adaptation#by#adding#scholarly#literature#
on# the# films# of# Branagh# in# his# postZShakespeare# era# and# to# the# subjects# of#
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This# thesis# proposes# that# there# are# particular#methods# that# Sir# Kenneth#
Branagh,#as#director,#consistently#employs#during#his#filmmaking#process,#and#that#
these#methods#have#served#to#identify#his#role#as#author#and#to#establish#him#as#
an# auteur.# In# order# to# define# these# methods,# the# thesis# examines# Branagh’s#
rehearsal# techniques,# his# research# into# the# history# and# intertextuality# of# his#





based# upon# personal# evaluation# by# the# evaluator.# American# film# critic# Andrew#
Sarris# remains# one# of# the# few# who# have# proposed# criteria# by# which# such#
evaluations# could# be# made.# This# thesis# therefore# adopts# Sarris’# premises# for#
evaluative# purposes.# The# premises# that# Andrew# Sarris# (2008)# proposes# in# his#
discourses#on#the#categorisation#of#directors#as#auteurs#is#examined#as#a#means#
of# evaluation# of# Branagh’s# status,# and# as# a# means# of# analysing# and# isolating#
Branagh’s# intent# and# individual# influences,# thereby# enhancing# the# ability# of# the#
researcher#to#recognise#patterns#across#his#films.#The#criteria#presented#by#these#
three# premises# include# that# a# director# should# have# a# degree# of# technical#
competence#in#filmmaking,#the#director’s#style#or#personality#should#be#discernible#
in#the#director’s#work,#and#there#should#be#an#inner#meaning#in#the#films#derived#
from# the# tension# between# the# director’s# personality# and# his# material.# Thomas#















is# examined# based# upon#what# Branagh# says# is# his# intent,# thereby# designating#


















recall# can# be# achieved# through# the# use# of# elements# of# miseZenZscène# which#
include#direction,#camera#and#performance,#costumes,#set,#and#music.#The#thesis#







The# thesis# incorporates# a# textZtoZtext# comparison# of# the# films# with# their#
hypotexts#and#hypertexts,#much# in# the#manner#suggested#by#Bluestone#(2003).#





range# of# sources,# including# his# own# personal# influences.# Knowledge# of# the#





















The# study# focuses# primarily# upon# the# analysis# of# each# of# three# feature#
length# films# directed# by# Kenneth# Branagh,# Thor# (2011),# Jack) Ryan:) Shadow)
Recruit# (2014)# and# Cinderella# (2015),# in# terms# of# the# methods# that# Branagh#
employs#during#his#filmmaking#process,#examining#the#intertextuality#of#each#film#
and#the#influences#of#the#source#texts#upon#the#film#adaptations#in#terms#of#content#
as# well# as# the# miseZenZscène# categories# of# direction,# camera,# performance,#
costume,#setting#and#music#of#each#film.#This#study#examines#the#methods#that#
Branagh#uses# to#work#and# rehearse#with# actors,# as#well# as# various#aspects# of#




















deliberately# incorporating# elements# from# the# hypotexts#with#which# an# audience#
may#be#familiar#into#various#parts#of#the#miseZenZscène.#
It#aims#to#define#the#qualities#of#what#Branagh,#in#a#Guardian#Live#event,#
termed#“the# live#element”#and# to#discover#whether#Branagh#attempts# to#capture#
this#“live#element”#in#the#films#he#directs#and#if#so,#whether#it#is#achieved#through#
these#methods.)








is# that# this# subject# matter# allows# for# the# ability# to# look# at# material# that# is# not#






extent# they# contribute# to# his# status# as# an#auteur.# It# delves# into# the#question#of#
whether# commonalities,# patterns,# or# recurring# themes# exist# between# his# earlier#
films#directed#prior#to#the#case#studies.#It#includes#an#examination#of#key#events#or#






Although# the# focus# of# this# thesis# is# upon# Branagh’s# postZShakespeare#
phase# of# work,# his# Shakespeare# films# can# be# seen# as# encompassing# his#
developmental# phase#as# a# director# and# the#beginning#of# his# brand#or# authorial#
stamp,# and# are# therefore# examined# as# a#means# of# deducing# the#methods# that#
Branagh# employs# in# directing# his# films.# These# filmmaking# techniques# will# then#





his# 1989# OscarZnominated# (Best# Director,# Best# Actor# in# a# Leading# Role)# and#
BAFTAZwinning#(Best#Director)#and#nominated#(Best#Actor)#Henry)V#(1989))and#




The# works# of# Kenneth# Branagh# are# worthy# of# study# because# he# is# well#
established#both#in#the#medium#of#film#and#the#medium#of#theatre#and#has#made#
significant# contributions# to# both# fields.# His# extensive# experience# in# adaptation#
exemplifies#his#relevance#to#the#focus#of#this#research.##
The#film#works#of#Branagh#also#constitute#a#verdant#topic#for#this#study#due#
to# Branagh’s# openness# and# personal# acknowledgment# of# and# insight# into# the#
intertextuality# of# his# work.# He# is# a# director# who# openly# identifies# many# of# the#
hypertexts#and#hypotexts#that#inform#his#films#and#many#other#influences#across#a#
variety# of# sources# and#media.# As# a# current# director# and# actor# of# both# film# and#
theatre,#there#is#a#wealth#of#primary#sources#available#in#the#form#of#interviews#and#
DVD# commentaries,# as# well# as# books# authored# by# him# discussing# his# work,#
attitudes#and#methods,#which#are#examined#in#conjunction#with#the#films#in#order#
to# discover# whether# evidence# in# the# films# support# his# statements.# In# addition,#
secondary#sources#are#available# in# the# form#of# film# reviews,#articles#and#books#
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concerning#his#work#and#his#life.#A#number#of#academics#and#scholars#have#also#
written#about#Branagh’s#work#and#his# contributions# to# the# field#of#Shakespeare#
adaptation.# The# abundance# of# analysis# and# research# that# exists# on# topics#
concerning#Branagh’s#Shakespeare#adaptations,#however,#is#one#of#the#reasons#














the# ability# of# film# to# evoke# this# recall# and# to# how# this# recall#might# be# achieved#
through# the# use#of# camera# technique,# intertextuality,# and#elements# of#miseZenZ















rapidly# expanding# Marvel# cinematic# universe,# a# recent# area# of# potentially# rich#
research# that# has# developed# within# the# last# ten# years.# The# relevance# and#
significance#of#Thor#as#a#subject#of#academic#research# is#strong#because#of# its#
position#in#the#transmedia#Marvel#universe#and#its#position#as#a#precursor#in#the#
intertextual# alliances# that# Marvel# is# attempting# to# create# by# overlapping,#
interweaving# and# intertwining# storylines# across# a# spectrum# of# individual# films#
working#in#parallel#with#each#other#and#often#crossing#over#between#the#various#
films# being# developed# as# projects.# These# projects# are# not# always# prequels# or#
sequels# and# the# timeframes# of# some# are# established# to# be# taking# place#
simultaneously#within# the#same#universe.# #The# thesis#hopes# thereby# to#make#a#
contribution#to#the#academic#study#of#the#transmedia#Marvel#universe.#
1.3''Structure'of'the'Thesis'
This# thesis# is# divided# into# eight# chapters,# each# further# subdivided# into#
several#specific# topics#of# focus.#The# first# four#chapters#define# the#elements# that#










The# chapter# describes# the# theoretical# framework# and# how# and# why# it# became#
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important# to# incorporate# the# theory# of# Geraghty# concerning# the# significance# of#





field#of# film# theory# in#more# recent# years.# It# further#presents#a#discussion#of# the#
relevant#scholarly#literature#that#is#of#particular#significance#to#the#subject#matter#of#
this# thesis.#This# chapter#presents# the#Theoretical)Framework)of) this)Study# and#
discusses# the#major# literature# that#was#of# primary# import# for# the# formation# and#
development#of#this#study#and#the#theoretical#framework#from#which#it#proceeds.#
This#includes#a#presentation#of#the#theories#of#Andrew#Sarris#(2008)#and#Thomas#
Leitch# (2007),# C.# Paul# Sellors# (2010),# Peter#Wollen# (1972),# T.# S.# Eliot# (1982),#
Christine# Geraghty# (2008),# André# Bazin# (1975),# and# Bordwell# and# Thompson#
(2009).# This# section# is# divided# into# five# subdivisions# which# focus# upon# auteur#
theory,#semiotics,# intertextuality,#audience# recall,# textZtoZtext#analysis#and#miseZ
enZscène.#
The# fourth# chapter# The) Filmmaking) Methods) of) Branagh) examines# the#













will# then# continue# to# be# examined# to# discover# which,# if# any,# are# also# used# by#
Branagh#throughout#the#caseZstudy#films.#The#chapter#is#divided#into#six#sections#
outlining# the# methods# of# Branagh,# dealing# with# Branagh’s# research# methods,#
casting#methods,#rehearsal#techniques,#camera#techniques,#and#use#of#miseZenZ
scène,#as#well#as#the#recurring#themes#that#appear#in#his#films.#
The# fifth# chapter#Thor# includes# the# analysis# of# this# first# film# in# the# case#
studies.# It# begins# with# a# look# at# the# Intertextual) Relationships) of) Thor,# which#
incorporates#a#comparison#of#the#components#that#are#appropriated#in#the#film#from#
its# various# hypotexts# and# hypertexts#which# include# the#Poetic)Edda# and#Prose)
Edda#of#Sturleson,#a#variety#of#Marvel#comic#books,#and#the#Marvel#films#based#
upon# the# comic# books.# The# section# on# Direction,) Camera,) and) Performance#
analyses#these#elements#of#miseZenZscène#and#whether#they#are#used#to#evoke#
audience#recall.#This#analysis#is#continued#in#the#sections#entitled#Costumes,)Set,#





the#components# that#are#appropriated# in# the# film#from#its#various#hypotexts#and#
hypertexts,#such#as#Tom#Clancy’s#Jack#Ryan#novels#and#the#film#The)Hunt)for)Red)
October.# The# section# on#Direction,) Camera,) and) Performance# analyses# these#
elements# of# miseZenZscène.# This# analysis# is# furthered# in# the# sections# entitled#
















The#eighth#chapter#Conclusions# reiterates# the# results#and#conclusions#of#
the# research# and# offers# potential# areas# of# interest# for# continuing# research.#
Evidence#presented#in#the#study#indicates#that#Branagh#uses#the#elements#of#miseZ



















arts,# encompassing# the# field# of# Adaptation# Studies# due# to# the# nature# of# and#
relevance# to# the# research# topic.# It# includes# discussions# of# adaptations# from#
different#media#such#as#novels,#stage#plays,#films,#and#comic#books,#contributing#
to#the#need#for#a#mixedZmedia#approach.#It# includes#various#topics#of#relevance#
within# this# field,# including# adaptation# versus# appropriation,# intertextuality,# and#
auteur#theory#and#authorship#in#film.#























Director# of# Photography/cinematographer# on# the# three# aboveZmentioned# case#
study#films,#as#well#as#on#Branagh’s#earlier#film#Sleuth.#This#interview#incorporated#
questions# concerning# his# collaboration#with#Branagh.#Because# of# his# long# time#
collaboration#with#Branagh,# Zambarloukos#was# very# informative# concerning# his#





the#goals# that#Branagh#tried# to#achieve# throughout# the#production#process.#The#
interview# also# allowed# the# researcher# to# ask# specific# questions# concerning# the#
filmmaking#processes#that#were#not#discussed#in#the#literature#available.#
In# addition,# this# researcher# was# also# given# the# opportunity# to# question#






























any#paratexts,# texts# incorporated# into#the#films#from#other#sources,#and/or#other#
influences,# it# was# necessary# to# first# research# the# sources# from# which# such#
borrowing# would# have# been# taken.# The# purpose# of# this# research# was# for# this#
researcher#to#be#able#to#later#recognise#any#elements#in#the#films#that#reference#
such#material.###
Due# to# the# spectrum# of# types# of#media# involved# in# the# research,# it# was#
essential# to# adopt# a#mixedZmethods# approach# for# the# research.# The# approach#
incorporates#the#personal#interview#with#Zambarloukos,#numerous#director,#actor,#
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and#crew# interviews# from#a#variety#of# sources# including#online# interviews,#DVD#




including# this# researcher,# during# a# personal# appearance# in# a# public# academic#









certain#aspects#of# the#topic#such#as#the# intertextuality#of# films#written#parallel# to#
each#other#and# it#was#necessary#to#go#across#media#due#to#the#overlaps# in#the#
topics# themselves.# It# also# seemed# the# most# appropriate# way# to# analyse# the#
material.#
When#the#design#for#this#project#was#first#developed,#it#was#developed#with#
a# different# approach# and# focus.##The# initial# focus# of# the# thesis# was# to# be# on#
Branagh’s#filmmaking#process,#looking#specifically#at#camera#movement,#camera#




was# attempting# to# adapt# the# theatre# medium# to# the# film# medium,# questioning#
whether#there#were#elements#of#the#stage#and#theatrical#miseZenZscène#that#could#
be#seen#in#his#film#work.##This#topic#for#the#research#was#initially#adopted#because#
Branagh’s# early# films,# especially# the# Shakespearean# films,# evoked# in# this#
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researcher#a#sense#of#immediacy#often#associated#with#live#theatre,#which#brought#
to#mind# the#question#of#whether# the# triggering#of# this# reaction#was#a#deliberate#
intention#of#Branagh#in#his#films,#and#if#so,#what#were#the#technical#processes#he#
used# to#achieve# this.#This#was# further#chosen# for#exploration#because#his# films#
leading#up#to#the#case#studies#all#had#a#stylistic#consistency#that#one#might#argue#
is# frequently# associated# with# classical# theatre,# such# as# dramatic# lighting,#
heightened#style#of#movement,#and#a#symmetrical#prosceniumZinfluenced#framing#
for#the#setting#and#camera#placement.#
The# initial# research# design# was# to# examine# Branagh’s# filmmaking#
processes,#looking#at#the#technical#aspects#of#the#process#to#determine#whether#
there#were#actual# technical#and#mechanical#means# in#which# this#was#achieved,#
with#the#hope#of#trying#to#remove#the#argument#that#the#material#itself#upon#which#
the# film# was# based,# such# as# the# Shakespeare# stage# plays,# had# an# effect# on#
whether#or#not#the#final#film#had#aspects#of#theatre#in#it.##The#intention#of#this#project#
was# to# analyse# Branagh’s# technical# filmmaking#methods# in# order# to# determine#
whether# these# processes# directly# impacted# his# ability# to# capture# elements# of#
theatre#on#film.##However,#the#research#conducted#in#this#study#in#the#design#stage#
did# not# support# this# premise# that# capturing# theatre# on# film# was# achieved# only#
through#the#filmmaking#process#nor#that#this#was#an#actual#goal#of#Branagh#when#
making#his#films.###
Hatchuel# further# quotes# Branagh# as# stating,# “In# all# my# adaptations# of#
Shakespeare,#my#intention#has#been#to#illuminate#things#I#always#wished#had#come#
across# more# strongly# on# stage”# (Hatchuel# 2000,# p.# 41).# This# can# be# seen# as#























sharing#with#his#cast#and#crew#details#of#his# research# that#he# feels#might#be#of#
significance#or#inspirational#in#their#work.#The#researcher#therefore#discarded#the#
initial#premise#of#the#thesis#because#research#into#the#history#of#his#film#topics#and#





as# well# as# limitations# for# the# researcher.# One# of# its# strengths# is# that# the#
commentaries#set#the#framework#that#Branagh#chooses#for#the#audience#viewing#
the# film.# This# type# of# information# allows# for# some# weakness,# however,# in# the#
research#due#to#the#epistemological#nature#of#these#commentaries,#and#that#the#
reflections#consist#of# information# that#was#provided#after# the# fact,# long#after# the#
completion# of# the# filmmaking# process,# and# are# sometimes# focused# on# what# is#
shown#in#the#final#product#wherein#unplanned#circumstances#may#have#altered#the#









a# deliberate# artistic# decision# by# the# director# with# the# intention# of# producing# a#
particular#effect.#However,#in#either#case,#the#statements#made#are#examined#in#
relation#to#the#film#itself.##
A#challenge# that#arose#over# the#course#of# the#study#was# the#difficulty#of#
conducting#personal#interviews#with#key#people#involved#in#the#filmmaking#process#
on# the#caseZstudy# films.#Such# interviews#may#have#been#useful# in#allowing# this#
researcher#to#address#specific#questions#to#the#people#personally#involved#in#the#
filmmaking#process#concerning#issues#of#particular#relevance#to#the#study.#Though#
attempts#were#made#throughout# the#process#of#conducting# the#research,# few#of#
these# key# personnel# replied# in# response# to# requests# for# personal# interviews.#
Nevertheless,#much#information#was#available#in#the#form#of#published#and#online#




which# included# the# attitudes# of# those# interviewed# concerning# their# views# on#
adaptation,#working#with#Branagh#and#questions#about#Branagh’s#methods#and#
production#aspects#of# the# films.#There#were#previously# recorded# interviews#with#
cast#and#crew#members#in#which#they#did#talk#about#topics#that#were#relevant#to#
the#topic#of#this#research.#However,#the#nature#of#this#type#of#previously#recorded#
interviews# dictates# that# specific# questions# of# interest# that# the# researcher#would#
have#posed#could#not#be#asked.#










it# contributes# to# less# researched# topics,# as# mentioned# earlier,# such# as# its#
contributions# to# the#areas#of#audience# recall,# the#academic#study#of# the#Marvel#
universe# films,# academic# analysis# of# Branagh’s# directorial# work# outside# of# his#
Shakespearean# films,# and# the# inZdepth# research# into# the# intertextuality# and#
historical#adaptations#of#the#caseZstudy#films.##In#addition,#the#study#establishes#a#
means# to# identify# methods# of# deliberately# creating# audience# recall# with# some#








The# theoretical# framework# for# this# study# builds# upon# Sarris# (2008)# and#
Leitch’s# (2007)#criteria# for#auteurship#and#Geraghty’s# (2008)# theory#of#audience#













theory# from# its#earliest#beginnings# in# the# late#nineteenth#century#when# film#was#
used#as#a# tool# to# “laud# the#colonial#enterprise”# (2000,#p.#19),# to# the#end#of# the#
twentieth#century,#when#he#sees# film# theory#as# “a# little# less#grand,#a# little#more#
pragmatic,#a#little#less#ethnocentric,#masculinist,#and#heterosexist,#and#a#little#less#
inclined# toward# overarching# systems,# drawing# on# a# plurality# of# theoretical#
paradigms”#(2000,#p.#330).##
Film#studies#as#an#academic#field#received#impetus#with#the#publication#of#
George# Bluestone’s# 1957# work,) Novels) into) Film,# which# ushered# in# an# era# of#
adaptation#studies#focusing#on#textZtoZtext#analysis#and#discourses#concerning#the#




fidelity# were# soon# joined# by# the#movement# towards# auteurism#which# began# to#
dominate#film#theory#during#the#1950s#and#1960s,#as#is#discussed#in#more#detail#
later#in#the#section#of#this#thesis#on#auteur#theory.#As#stated#by#Robert#Stam:#
Auteurism#must# be# seen# partially# as# a# response# to# (a)# the# elitist#
putdowns# of# the# cinema# by# some# literary# intellectualso# (b)# the#
iconophobic#prejudice#against#cinema#as#a#“visual#mediumo”#(c)#the#
massZculture# debate# which# projected# the# cinema# as# the# agent# of#








the# stylistic# signature# of# the# director,# auteurism# clearly# made# a#
substantial#contribution# to# film# theory#and#methodology.#Auteurism#
shifted#attention#from#the#“what”#(story,# theme)# to# the#“how”#(style,#
technique),# showing# that# style# itself# had# personal,# ideological# and#
even# metaphysical# reverberations.# It# facilitated# film’s# entry# into#







structuralism# of# writers# such# as# Ferdinand# de# Saussure# and# the# structural#
anthropological#movement# of# anthropologist# LéviZStrauss# (Stam# 2000,# p.# 106).#
Structuralism# can# be# defined# as# “a# theoretical# grid# through# which# behavior,#
institutions#and#texts#are#seen#as#analyzable#in#terms#of#an#underlying#network#of#
relationships,#the#crucial#point#being#that#the#elements#which#constitute#the#network#
gain# their# meaning# from# the# relations# that# hold# between# the# elements”# (Stam,#
Burgoyne,# and# FlittermanZLewis# 1992,# p.# 18).# A# significant# development# in# the#
structuralist#movement#was#the#study#of#semiotics,#which#focused#film#criticism#on#
the#meaning#of#signs#or#cinematic#codes#in#films.#Semiotics#in#film#theory#proposed#




of# the# medium# or# of# particular# filmmakers# or# films.# AuteurZ
structuralism# in# the# late# 1960s# built# on# LéviZStraussos# concept# of#
myth# to# speak# of# genre# and# authorship.# In# terms# of# directors,#
semiology#was# less# interested# in# the#aesthetic# ranking#of#directors#
than# in#how# films# in#general# are#understood.# Just#as#LéviZStrauss#
was# uninterested# in# the# “authors”# of# Amazonian# myths,# so#
structuralism#was# not# particularly# interested# in# the# artsmanship# of#
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By# the# late# 1960s,# however,# critics# of# structuralism# rose# to# attack#
structuralist# semiotics,# criticizing# its# “concepts# of# the# stable# sign,# of# the# unified#
subject,#of#identity#and#of#truth”#(Stam,#Burgoyne,#and#FlittermanZLewis#1992,#p.#
29).#In#the#forefront#of#this#movement,#known#as#postZstructuralism,#was#Jacques#
Derrida.# PostZstructuralism,# also# known# as# deconstruction# when# dealing#
specifically#with#the#works#of#Derrida,#“gave#voice#to#a#radical#skepticism#about#the#
possibility#of#constructing#an#overarching#metaZlanguage,#since# the#signs#of# the#
metaZlanguage# itself# are# themselves# subject# to# slippage# and# indeterminacy,# as#
unstable#signs#move#ceaselessly#outward#within#a#proliferation#of#allusion#spiraling#
from#text#to#text”#(Stam#2000,#p.#180).#This#movement#of#the#late#1960s#and#the#
1970s# included# such# theorists# as# Julia# Kristeva,# Michel# Foucault# and# Roland#
Barthes.# According# to# Stam,# “Poststructuralism# destabilized# textual# meaning,#
shaking#early#semiology’s#scientistic#faith#that#analysis#might#definitively#capture#
the#totality#of#a#film’s#meaning#by#delineating#all#its#codes”#(2000,#p.#183).#Textual#
analysis#and# interpretation,# too,#Stam#points#out,# came#under#attack#during# the#
1980s# with# critics# such# as# David# Bordwell# claiming# that# such# analysis# in# the#
approach#to#film#criticism#“attests#to#the#powerful#role#of#literature#departments#in#
transmitting# interpretative# values# and# skills.# Academic# humanism’s# omnivorous#
appetite# for# interpretation# rendered#cinema#a#plausible# text”# (1989,#p.#17).#Film#
analysis#is#seen#as#doing#“little#more#than#illustrat[ing]#preconceived#ideas”#(Stam#
2000,#p.#195).#
Film# theory# thus# consisted# of# a# series# of# new# approaches# suggested,#
supported,#denied,#then#replaced.#According#to#Cartmell#and#Whelehan,#“there#has#
been# a# tendency# among# scholars# of# screen# adaptation# to# announce# their# own#
perspectives#on#the#field#as#some#kind#of#corrective#to#what#has#gone#before.#In#
order# to# emphasise# what# is# new,# challenging# and# refreshing,# it# has# been# felt#
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as# adding# “an# important# contribution# to# the# field”# (p.# 74)# of# adaptation# studies.#

















1990s# and# into# the# new# millennium,# exphasising# various# aspects# of# cinema,#
including# the# rise# of# cultural# studies# which# “calls# attention# to# the# social# and#
institutional# conditions# under# which# meaning# is# produced# and# received.# It#
represents#a#shift#from#interest# in#texts#per)se# to#an#interest# in#the#processes#of#
interaction#between#texts,#spectators,#institutions,#and#the#ambient#culture”#(Stam#
2000,#p.#225).#Analysis#of#sound#in#film#also#developed#as#a#topic#of#study.#Barthes#
“birth# of# the# reader”# (1977a,# p.# 148)# influenced# the# development# of# a# range# of#
studies#throughout#the#1980s,#1990s#and#2000s#that#were#concerned#with#the#role#
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of# the# spectator# and# audience# in# the# filmZmaking# process.#More# contemporary#
approaches#have#been#grounded#in#such#diverse#foundations#as#feminine#studies,#
queer# theory,# racial# studies,# multiculturalism,# postZcolonialism# and# contextual#














development# of# this# field# as# a# discipline# of# academic# study.# These# include# the#
definition# of# the# elements# that# constitute# a# meritorious# adaptation,# the# debate#
















scholarly# research# is# significant# not# only# in# establishing# film# adaptation# as# a#
respected#field#of#study#but#also#establishing#film#as#a#recognised#art#form#in#itself.#















term# gives# expression# to# the# disappointment# we# feel# when# a# film#
adaptation#fails#to#capture#what#we#see#as#the#fundamental#narrative,#
thematic,#and#aesthetic#features#of#its#literary#source.#The#notion#of#
fidelity# gains# its# persuasive# force# from# our# sense# that# some#
adaptations#are#indeed#better#than#others#and#that#some#adaptations#
fail#to#“realize”#or#substantiate#that#which#we#most#appreciated#in#the#




The# theoretical# debate# of# fidelity# in# adaptation# studies# has# undergone#







invariably# that# the#original# text#was#superior# and# the#value#of# the# film#could#be#
judged#based#upon#its#fidelity#to#that#text.#In#their#discussion#of#this#debate,#Cartmell#
and#Whelehan#explain#this#valuation#judgment,#commenting#that#“Literature#is#seen#






As# Thomas# Leitch# writes,# “Despite# innumerable# exceptions# to# the# rule,#
adaptation#theorists#have#persisted#in#treating#fidelity#to#the#source#material#as#a#













All# things#considered,# it# is#possible# to# imagine# that#we#are#moving#
toward#a#reign#of#the#adaptation#in#which#the#notion#of#the#unity#of#the#



















In# his# article,# Truffaut# challenges# the# tendency# of# screenwriters# to# take#
liberties# in# adapting# literary# masterpieces# to# film,# the# scriptwriters# “who# were#
behind# the# emergence# of# poetic# realism# in# the# Tradition# of#Quality#movement”#






that# required# one# to# be# faithful# to# the# letter# by# the# opposite#
requirement# to# be# faithful# to# the# spirit# .# .# .# The# touchstone# of#





























In# the# article# Adaptation,# originally# published# in# 1984# and# adopting# a#
structuralist# approach,# Dudley# Andrew# describes# the# distinctive# feature# of#
adaptation# as# being# “the# matching# of# the# cinematic# sign# system# to# prior#
achievements#in#some#other#system”#(Andrew#2000,#p.#28),#along#the#lines#of#the#
work# by# Bluestone.# Like# Bluestone,# Andrew# respects# the# film# adaptation# as# a#
separate#art#form,#while#still#acknowledging#the#original#novel#as#a#necessity#for#
the# adapted# film.# Like# Bluestone,# Andrew# also# focuses# on# the# adaptation#
specifically#of#novels#to#film.#He#draws#upon#the#work#of#Bluestone#in#regards#to#
fidelity#and#the#question#of#capturing#the#spirit#of#a#novel#on#film,#which#he#says#












referent.# As# he# explains,# “Adaptations# claiming# fidelity# bear# the# original# as# a#




its#concept#of# fidelity,#Andrew#divides# the#nature#of#adaptation# into# three# forms,#
those#of#borrowing,#intersecting#and#transforming#sources.#
















Andrew#posits# that#people,# in#general,#have# the# tendency# to# identify#and#
match#“the#cinematic#sign#system#to#prior#achievements”#(Andrew#2000,#p.#28)#and#











assumptions# that# the# text# is# necessarily# superior# to# the# film# as# critics# such# as#
Gabriel#Miller#claimed#when#he#proposed#that#film#cannot#deal#with#the#depth#of#a#
























text,# adaptation# studies# would# be# better# served# should# critics# choose# to# focus#
instead# upon,# “among# other# things,# the# choices# made# by# the# adapter,# the#

















This# issue# is# discussed# in# the# case# studies# chapters# in# relation# to# the#





the#book#True) to) the)Spirit:)Film)Adaptation)and) the)Question)of)Fidelity,#Colin#
MacCabe#discusses#this#transition,#recognising#the#question#of#“truth#to#the#spirit”#
as#being#an#important#issue#but#dismissing#the#questions#of#whether#a#book#or#its#


















adaption# aims# to# be# faithful.# This# reversal# of# the# questioning,# Leitch# says,# is#




the# most# important,# is# that# it# acknowledges# that# every# case# of#
attempted#fidelity#is#exceptional#not#only#because#faithful#adaptations#
are#in#the#minority#but#because#they#are#so#likely#to#be#different#from#
one# another.# Renouncing# the# unsupported# assumption# that# all#
adaptations#are,#or#ought#to#be#faithful#reveals#more#clearly#that#the#




and#motives#behind# the#production#of#an#adapted# film.#The# intentionality#of# the#
adapter# is#seen#to#be#a#valid#topic#of#discourse#due#to# its#ability# to#highlight# the#
uniqueness#that#an#adapted#film#has#based#upon#the#intentions#of#the#adapter.#This#




Theory#states# that# “Fidelity# is# the#most#appropriate#criterion# to#use# in#analyzing#
adaptation”#(Leitch#2003,#p,#161).#In#this#article,#Leitch#points#out#that,#in#adaptation#
studies,# the#question#of# fidelity#of# cinematic#adaptations# to# their#original# source#
materials# is# incorrect# in# continually# assuming# that# the# original# is# of# necessity#
superior# because# “the# source# texts# will# always# be# better# at# being# themselves”#
(Leitch#2003,#p.#162).#Describing#this#continuing#need#to#analyse#and#evaluate#the#
value# of# cinematic# adaptations# based# upon# their# fidelity# to# source#materials# as#
“indefensible”,#Leitch#claims#that#reasons#for#this#continual#need#can#be#traced#to#






film# studies# have#moved# beyond# this# to# focusing# instead# upon# “analytical# and#
theoretical#problems”#(Leitch#2003,#p.#161).##
In#this#study,#while#the#intertextual#hypotexts#and#hypertexts#of#Branagh’s#
films#are# identified#and#discussed#at# length,# including# their# fidelity# to# the#source#
materials#and#the#differences#and#similarities#that#exist#between#the#films#and#their#
respective# sources,# it# is# not# the# intention# of# this# study# to# propose# that# these#
enumerations# be# used# as# a#means# of# discerning# the# value# of# either# the# filmic#
adaptation#or#its#source#materials#or#that#such#fidelity#or#lack#thereof#be#used#in#
judgment# as# to# the# superiority# or# inferiority# of# either.# Rather,# the# purpose# for#
including# such# analysis# stems# from# the# need# to# identify# those# elements# that#
Branagh#has#appropriated# from# these# texts#and# to#be#able# to#demonstrate#how#
Branagh#uses#them#within#the#miseZenZscène#to#trigger#recall.#
Geoffrey# Wagner,# in# his# work# The) Novel) and) the) Cinema,# approaches#
adaptation# from# a# taxonomical# angle,# categorising# adaptation# into# three# basic#
types,# those# of# transposition,# commentary# and# analogy# (1975,# p.# 222).#
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Transposition# refers# to# the#act#of# taking#one# text#and# transposing# it#somewhere#
else,# in# a# different# place,# different# media,# or# context.# Transposition# describes#
adaptation# in# which# the# film# remains# close# with# little# change# from# the# original#
source.#As#an#example#of# this,#Branagh’s#adaptation#of#Hamlet)(1996)#could#be#
considered#a#transposition#because,#though#he#updates#the#setting#and#costumes#






(2013)# is# an# example# of# commentary# because# of# the# numerous# changes# Baz#
Luhrmann# makes# from# the# book.# Analogy# describes# adaptations# that# are#
substantially#different#from#the#original#source#text.)An#example#of#this#would#be#
the#film#Clueless)(1995),#adapted#from#Jane#Austen’s#Emma.##
Adaptation# scholars# Deborah# Cartmell# and# Imelda# Whelehan,# however,#
urge#caution#in#using#such#a#taxonomical#approach,#proposing#that#“The#danger#of#
posing#such#a#model#of#approach#is#whether#such#taxonomies#risk#privileging#the#




This# project# employs# the# taxonomy# of# Wagner# as# a# valid# means# of#
distinguishing# different# types# of# adaptations.# While# the# cautionary# advice# of#
Cartmell#and#Whelehan#has#some#merit#in#its#questioning#the#emphasis#on#fidelity#
in#Adaptation#Studies,# it# does#not# undermine# the#advantages#of# having# such#a#
taxonomical#system#for#describing#adaptations.#The#possibility#that#an#adaptation#
can# be# classified# into# more# than# one# category# does# not# detract# from# the#




















Adaptation# Studies# have# progressed# considerably# since# George# Bluestone’s#
Novels)into)Film.)Cartmell#fights#for#the#validation#of#the#film#media#itself#and#the#
importance#of# film#adaptation,#recognising#the#need#for# the#study#to#catch#up#to#
current# times.# She# strongly# targets# the# literary# community,# arguing# that# literary#
studies#are#possibly#slow#to#recognise#the#disappearing#boundary#between#“high”#









novel”# (1996,# p.# 22).# This# line# of# investigation# is# significant# for# this# thesis,# as#








circumstances# that# existed# when# the# film# was# premiered,# as# well# as# its# target#
audience,#in#approaching#adaptation.##
Robert# Stam,# in# his# introduction# to# Literature) and) Film,# discusses# the#
hostility# that# exists# toward# film# in# many# adaptation# studies,# the# continued#
assumption# that# the# literary#source# is#superior,#and# the# roots#of#such#prejudice.#
These#roots#he#lists#as#“the#a#priori#valorization#of#historical#anteriority#and#seniority#





of# film#adaptations”#while# reiterating# the#significance#of# the#context# in#which# the#
films#were#made#(Stam#2005,#p.#41).#The#significance#of#the#context#in#which#a#film#
is#made,#as#proposed#by#both#McFarlane#and#Stam,#is#an#integral#element#in#this#
project# with# particular# reference# to# the# film# Thor# and# its# position# within# the#
expanding#Marvel#film#universe,#the#position#of#Jack)Ryan:)Shadow)Recruit#within#
the#Jack#Ryan#series#of#films,#and#the#position#of#Cinderella#in#the#Disney#plan#of#
creating# live# action# versions# of# its# classic# animated# features,# as# well# as# such#
additional# factors#as#the#significance#of#casting#of# the#films,#the#cultural#and#the#









Like#McFarlane,#Leitch# further#suggests# that# films#should#be#analysed# in#
reference# to# the# political,# economic,# cultural# and# even# technological# climate# in#
which# they# were# created.# He# further# proposes,# like# Wagner,# a# taxonomical#
approach# that# incorporates# categories# ranging# between# the# hypertextual#
adaptation#and#the#intertextual#allusion,#which#he#sees#as#occupying#opposite#ends#
of# the#spectrum.#This#approach#can#be#helpful#but#ultimately,#he#admits,# it# fails#
because# films# are# difficult# to# exclusively# categorise.# “Even# apparently#
straightforward# adaptations# typically# make# use# of# many# different# intertextual#
strategies”#(Leitch#2007,#p.#126).#
This#study#employs#a#taxonomical#approach#towards#the#research#despite#













Neither# reviewers# nor# theorists# have# developed# a# way# of# talking#
about# postliterary# adaptations# that# has# progressed# much# beyond#
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sarcasm#or#outrage.#The#problem#is#especially#acute#in#the#case#of#
movie# whose# sources# are# not# only# nonliterary# but# nonnarrative.#
Michael#Wilmington,# reviewing#Pirates)of) the)Caribbean# (2003)# for#
the#Chicago)Tribune,#observed#that#“this#is#a#movie#based#not#on#a#
novel,#history#or#even#another#old#movie,#but#on#a#theme#park#ride#.#
.# .# and# that# means# we’re# lucky# if# we# get# any# wit,# imagination# or#
character#at#all,”#as#if#such#a#source#placed#the#film#beyond#the#pale#
of#civilized#discussion.#The#summary#dismissal#of#such#adaptations#








intent# and# function,# the# roles# of# both# director# and# audience# as# producers# of#
meaning#in#film,#the#semiotics#of#film#and#its#role#in#miseZen#scène,#and#the#textZtoZ
text# analysis# required# to# determine# elements# used# to# evoke# audience# recall.# It#
identifies#those#texts#and#terminologies#that#are#essential# for#the#study#of# topics#
within# the# field# of# Adaptation# Studies.# The# texts# that# are# included# herein# are#








According# to# Julie# Sanders,# who# offers# clear# and# concise# definitions# of#
terms# in# her# book# Adaptation) and) Appropriation,# both# “adaptation# and#
appropriation#are#dependent#on# the# literary#canon# for# the#provision#of#a#shared#
body# of# storylines,# themes,# characters,# and# ideas# upon# which# their# creative#
variations#can#be#made.#The#spectator#or#reader#must#be#able#to#participate#in#the#






This# idea# that# the# spectator# or# reader# participates# in# identifying# and#
differentiating#between#the#original#sources#and#the#film#adaptation#forms#the#crux#




other# adaptations”# is# demonstrated# in# the# research# through# the# study# of# the#





works#of#art#without# the#necessity#of#awareness#of# the#hypotext# from#which# it# is#
appropriated.# West) Side) Story# can# be# considered# an# analogy# adaptation# of#
Shakespeare’s#Romeo)and)Juliet#because#of#its#ability#to#stand#alone#for#readers#
or#viewers#who#have#no#knowledge#of#the#hypotext#upon#which#it#was#based,#while#
also# being# considered# an# appropriation# as# it# is# “a# fine# example# of# the# more#




to# repetition# or# quotations# of# actual# text# from# the# hypotext# embedded# within# a#
hypertext.#The#use#of#embedded#text#is#an#adaptation#strategy#that#Branagh#uses#















may#be# classified# as# bricolage.#The# thesis# further# approaches# its# topic#with# an#






hypotext),#upon#which# it# is#grafted# in#a#manner# that# is#not# that#of# commentary”#
(1997,#p.#5).#In#this#way,#the#hypotext#refers#to#the#initial#texts#studied,#the#texts#
which#may#serve#as#sources# from#which#subsequent# texts#may#be# transposed,#
though#such#transpositions#are#not#necessarily#mentioned#or#made#explicit#in#the#















previous# film# adaptations# of# the# Jack# Ryan# novels# which# provide# Jack) Ryan:)






identification# is#significant# for# the# impact# that# it#may#have#had# in# the#making#of#
Branagh’s#films#because#such#identifications#contribute#to#“the#readers’#[viewers’]#







hidden)#with#other#texts.# I#call# that# transtextuality”#(1992,#p.#81).#Genette#further#










Graham#Allen#offers#a# further#classification# that# is#useful# for# this#study# in#




They#are#what# theorists#now#call# intertextual.# #The#act#of# reading,#






Allen# in# identifying# the# films# of# Branagh.# Herein# the# films# are# identified# as# the#









an#examination#of# the#areas#of#authorship# in# film,#semiotics,# intertextuality,#and#






Du) Stylo) à) la) camera) et) de) la) camera) au) stylo,# first# published# in# 1948# in# the#
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magazine#L’Écran)français#and#published#in#English#as#The)Birth)of)a)New)AvantT






By# language,# I# mean# a# form# in# which# and# by# which# artists# can#
express#their#thoughts,#however#abstract#they#may#be,#or#translate#
their# obsessions#exactly#as# they#do# in# the#contemporary#essay#or#
novel.##That#is#why#I#would#like#to#call#this#new#age#of#cinema#the#age#
of# caméraTstylo# (cameraZpen).# This# metaphor# has# a# very# precise#
sense.##By#it#I#mean#that#the#cinema#will#gradually#break#free#.#.#.#to#







act# of#writing.# #The# filmZmaker/author#writes#with#his# camera#as#a#
writer#writes#with#his#pen.#(2009,#p.#35)#
#
This# idea# of# filmmaker# as# author# was# adopted# by# certain# film# critics#
throughout# the# 1950s,# leading# to# the# development# of# what# has# since# become#
known#as#“auteur#theory”.#Auteur#theory#can#be#defined#as#a#theory#in#film#criticism#
that# identifies# the# director# as# the# creator# or# author# of# a# film# because# it# is# the#
director’s#personal#vision#that#is#realised#in#the#production#of#a#film.#Proponents#of#
auteur#theory#posit#that,#although#film#production#is#a#collaborative#creative#process#










who#would# instead#be#considered#metteursTenTscène,# those# “frequently,# though#
not#always,#highly#competent#directors,#but# their#personalities#generally#are#not#
evident#in#the#films#they#direct”#(Sellors#2010,#p.#6).##
In#his#article#published# in#1955,#Ali)Baba)et) la) ‘politique)des)auteurs# (Ali)
Baba)and)the)‘Policy)of)Auteurs’),#François#Truffaut,#a#leading#proponent#of#auteur#
theory,#coins#the#phrase#politique)des)auteurs#and#exemplifies#the#policy#regarding#



































#Andrew# Sarris# tries# to# remedy# that# situation# in# his# 1962# article# entitled#
Notes)on)the)Auteur)Theory)in)1962#(2008),#in#which#he#coined#the#term#“auteur#
theory”,#saying#“Henceforth,#I#will#abbreviate#la)politique)des)auteurs#as#the#auteur#
theory# to# avoid# confusion”# (2008,# p.# 37).# In# this# article,# Sarris# proposes# three#
premises#upon#which#the#determination#of#auteur#should#be#based.##


















The# auteur# theory# has# remained# an# approach# to# the# discussion# of# film#
criticism#since#its#inception,#although#the#valuative#judgment#of#a#director’s#status#
as# auteur# is# seen# to# have# fallen# out# of# favour# among# what# Simone# Murray#
describes#as#the#“new#wave”#of#adaptation#theorists#in#recent#years#(2012,#p.#3).#
Some# recent# scholarly# literature#questions# the# role# of# scholars# as#purveyors# of#
such#judgmental#evaluations,#such#as#Thomas#Leitch,#in#his#Twelve)Fallacies)of)
Contemporary) Adaptation) Theory,# who# questions# whether# it# is# the# role# of#
researchers#of#adaptation#studies#to#make#such#evaluations#(2003).#However,#the#
premises#proposed#by#Sarris#do#offer#a#means#of#analysing#the#role#of#the#director#
in# the# filmmaking#process# in# terms#of# the#director’s#contributions# to# the# film.#As#
such,# this# thesis#does#discuss#the#question#of#Branagh’s# technical#competence,#







American# film#critic#Pauline#Kael,# in#her#article#Circles)and)Squares,# first#
published#in#1963,#furthermore#challenges#the#premises#set#forth#by#Sarris#as#being#










collaborative# nature# of# filmmaking,#manage# to# produce#what#might# be# called# a#
great#film,#this#argument#can#still#be#challenged#in#that#research#should#be#done#to#
demonstrate# that#such#“great”#directors#exist,#and#that#greatness#need#not#be#a#





they# attained# such# competence.# Directors# such# as# James# Cameron,# Quentin#
Tarantino,# and#Stanley#Kubrick,#who#did#not#go# to# film#school,# likely# still# had#a#
degree#of#technical#competence#when#directing#their#films,#although#such#research#
is#outside#the#scope#of#this#study.#Nevertheless,#research#into#great#directors#who#
did# not# have# such# competence# would# be# needed# in# order# to# accept# Kael’s#










The#argument# that#Kael# thus#makes,#however,# is#not#actually# relevant# to#
Sarris’#premise#in#that#Sarris#does#not#argue#that#the#ability#to#detect#the#director’s#




actually# challenge#Sarris’# premise.#As# is#discussed# in#Chapter#Four,# this# thesis#
argues#that#the#personality#of#Branagh#can#be#seen#in#his#films#in#the#choices#he#
makes#in#terms#of#such#aspects#as#recurring#themes#or#film#settings.#






















the# same# amount# of# consideration# and# study# as# directors,# proclaiming,# “a#
screenwriter’s#work#should#and#can#be#judged#by#analyzing#his#entire#career,#as#is#









Both#Corliss#and#Kipen#make#a#valid#point# in#endorsing# the#merits#of# the#
writer#and#the#credit#that#is#the#writer’s#due#in#the#writer’s#contributions#to#a#film.#
However,# this# question# of# the# role# of# the# screenwriter# of# the# screenplay# in# the#
production# of# the# film# opens# the# way# for# further# discussion# when# dealing# with#
adaptations.#This#begs#the#question#of#who#exactly#is#the#screenwriter,#the#actual#
screenwriter#or#the#original#author#of#the#work#upon#which#the#adaptation#is#based,#
particularly# when# much# of# the# dialogue# and# plot# development# is# appropriated#
























by# the# researcher# of# this# thesis,# made# a# point,# in# discussing# the# process# of#










Peter#Lehman#discusses# the# relation#between#performance,# theatre,#and#
the# screen# in# regards# to# auteur# theory# in# his# work# Script/Performance/Text:)
Performance) Theory) and) Auteur) Theory# (2008).) He# points# out# the# difficulties#
involved# in# determining# authorship# in# film,# demonstrating# this# difficulty# through#
comparison#to#musical#authorship,#stating:##
We# generally# agree,# for# example,# that# theater# and# music# are#
performing#arts.##And#we#generally#agree#on#what#that#means.#If#a#
music#critic#goes#to#hear#Leonard#Bernstein#conducting#the#New#York#
Philharmonic# in# a# “performance”# of# Beethoven’s# Fifth# Symphony,#




performance,# he/she# doesn’t# confuse# that# with# hating# the# work#
created#by#Beethoven.#In#other#words,#a#clear#notion#exists#of#what#
constitutes#the#aesthetic#text#and#what#constitutes#a#performance#of#
the# text.# We# know# how# to# attribute# critical# praise# and# blame# for#




C.# Paul# Sellors,# in# his# book#Film) Authorship:) Auteurs) and)Other)Myths,#
tackles#this#difficulty#in#establishing#authorship#in#film,#proposing#that#neither#the#
director#nor#the#writer#can#be#specifically#described#absolutely#in#all# films#as#the#
author# since# filmmaking# is# such# a# collaborative# effort.# Sellors# argues# that# “the#
concept#of#a#film#author#is#indispensable,#but#that#most#of#our#established#means#
for#understanding#authorship#do#not#provide#robust#methodologies#for#analyzing#
the# practical# importance#of# authorship# for# film#production,# criticism#and#history”#











cannot#be# identified#simply#by# looking#at#a# film’s#credits”#(2010,#p.#126).#Sellors#
further#adds#that#“Identifying#who#is#and#is#not#a#member#of#the#authorial#team#of#
any#film#is#essentially#an#empirical#and#critical#exercise#relying#on#the#best#available#
evidence,# rigorous# interpretation# of# this# evidence,# and# coherent# reasoning# and#
argumentation,#and#is#always#open#to#refinement#and#challenge”#(2010,#p.#126).###
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presumed#difficulties# in# comprehension.#A#name#can# thus#confer#an# immediate#
classification#or#expectation#for#an#audience#of#what#a#work#will#likely#constitute.#
Identification#of# the#author# can# thereby# indicate# that#a#particular#work# “must#be#







this# way,# authors# can# have# what# might# be# seen# as# the# equivalent# of# “brand#
recognition”#as#seen#in#the#advertising#field.#
This# thesis# argues# that# the# name# of# Kenneth# Branagh# has# such# brand#
recognition# and# conjures# up# a# specific# connotation# in# modern# culture,# based#




























depends# on# an# alignment# of# several#marketable# factors:# thematic#
consistency,# association#with# a# popular# genre,# an#appetite# for# the#
coordination# and# control# of# outsized# projects,# sensitivity# to# the#
possibility# of# broad# appeal# in# such# disparate# media# as# movies,#
television,# books,# magazines,# and# TZshirts.# Perhaps# the# most#
indispensable# of# these# factors# is# a# public# persona# –# Hitchcock’s#
archly#ghoulish#gravity,#Kubrick’s#fiercely#romantic#quest#for#control,#




This# thesis# argues# that,# by# Thomas# Leitch’s# definition# of# auteurship,#
Branagh#can#be#considered#both#the#author#and#the#auteur#of#his#directorial#films.#
The# thesis# further# acknowledges# that# the# name# of# Branagh# is# used# herein#
according#to#Foucault’s#concept#concerning#the#function#of#the#author’s#name#in#
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The# thesis# is#concerned#with# the#social#construct# that#has#developed#of#




Despite# the#move#away# from#discussions#of#authorship# in# film# in# recent#
academic#criticism,#discourse#at#large#among#society#continues#to#focus#upon#the#
director#as#author#which#continues# to# influence# the#way#a# film# is#viewed#by# the#




view#of# authorship”# to# combat# this# tendency,# proposing# that# films#be#examined#
based#upon#the#intention#of#the#people#involved#in#the#filmmaking#process.#
Whelehan# also# supports# the# emphasis# on# authorial# intent,# stating# that#
adaptation#studies#would#be#better#served#should#critics#choose# to# focus#upon,#
“among#other# things,# the#choices#made#by# the#adapter,# the#conditions#of# those#





to#Sellors’#argument# for# this# thesis.#Using#Sellors’#proposal# for# “an# intentionalist#






Cinema,# by# its# nature,# is# a# culmination# of# signs# and# codes# designed# to#
communicate#with#the#viewer.#As#such,#an#understanding#of#semiotics#in#cinema#is#
useful# in# understanding# not# only# a# film,# but# the# character# and# intentions# of# the#
author,#as#proposed#by#Sellors# (2010),# represented#by# the#author’s# choice#and#
types#of#signs#that#the#author#employs.#This#research#proposes#that#in#semiotics#is#
of# particular# interest# to# Branagh,# as# Branagh# incorporates# such# semiotic# signs#
within#the#miseZenZscène#of#his#films.#Semiotics#is#therefore#of#particular#interest#in#
this#study#of#the#works#of#Branagh.#
Swiss# linguist# Ferdinand# de# Saussure,# in# his# seminal# work# Course) in)









means,# being# able# to# read# it.# Unless# we# understand# the# code# or#
mode#of#expression#which#permits#meaning#to#exist# in#the#cinema,#
we# are# condemned# to#massive# imprecision# and# nebulosity# in# film#
criticism,# an# unfounded# reliance# on# intuition# and# momentary#
impression.#Secondly,# it# is#becoming# increasingly#evident# that#any#








The# text# is# thus# no# longer# a# transparent#mediumo# it# is# a#material#
object#which#provides#the#conditions#for#the#production#of#meaning,#
within#constraints#which# it#sets# itself.# It# is#open#rather# than#closedo#
multiple# rather# than# singleo# productive# rather# than# exhaustive.#
Although#it#is#produced#by#an#individual,#the#author,#it#does#not#simply#
represent#or#express#the#author’s#ideas,#but#exists#in#its#own#right.#It#
is# not# an# instrument# of# communication# but# a# challenge# to# the#






In# this# way,#Wollen# points# out,# the# reader# or# viewer# becomes# an# active#
producer# of# meaning# and# not# merely# the# consumer.# This# study# operates# in#
agreement#with#this#theory#of#viewer#as#producer#and#collaborator#and#uses#this#to#
determine# the# degree# to# which# Branagh# encourages# the# audience# to# be# a#
producer,#a# theory# that# is#evidenced# in# the# films#of#Branagh# in#his#decisions# to#
incorporate#signs#or#clues#within#the#miseZenZscène#to#challenge#the#viewer.#The#
theoretical# framework# for# the# thesis# thus# incorporates#Sellors’#authorial# intent# in#





how# literature# is# made# by# literature”# (Sanders# 2006,# p.# 1).# In# order# to# better#







that# this# study# takes,# examining# the# caseZstudy# films# of# Branagh# from# an#
intertextual#perspective,#approaching#his#work#“from#the#position#of#its#intertextual#
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The#variety#of#substitutes# for# ‘source’# in#our#current#critical# lexicon#
suggests#this#range#of#possibilities:#deep#source,#resource,#influence,#
confluence,# tradition,# heritage,# origin,# antecedent,# precursor,#






of# the# most# commonly# used# and# misused# terms# in# contemporary# critical#
vocabulary”#(2011,#p.#2),#so#widely#used#and#interpreted#to#have#so#many#different#
meanings# that# it# is# “in# danger# of# meaning# nothing# more# than# whatever# each#
particular#critic#wishes#it#to#mean”#(2011,#p.#2).##He#goes#on#to#explain#that:#
Intertextuality# seems# such# a# useful# term# because# it# foregrounds#
notions#of#relationality,#interconnectedness#and#interdependence#in#










replaces# that# of# intersubjectivity”# (1986,# p.# 37).# Thus,# “There# are# always# other#
words# in# a#word,# other# texts# in# a# text.# # The# concept# of# intertextuality# requires,#
therefore,# that# we# understand# texts# not# as# selfZcontained# systems# but# as#
differential# and# historical,# as# traces# and# tracings# of# otherness,# since# they# are#
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shaped# by# the# repetition# and# transformation# of# other# textual# structures”# (Alfaro#
1996,#p.#268).#
French# linguist#and# literary# theorist#Roland#Barthes#continues# this# line#of#
thought,#applying#it#to#literary#criticism,#when#he#states#in#his#article#Death)of)the)
Author,# “We# know# now# that# a# text# is# not# a# line# of# words# releasing# a# single#
‘theological’# meaning# .# .# .# but# a# multiZdimensional# space# in# which# a# variety# of#
writings,#none#of#them#original,#blend#and#clash.#The#text#is#a#tissue#of#quotations#
drawn#from#the#innumerable#centres#of#culture”#(Barthes#1977a,#p.#146).#
Harold#Bloom,# in# his# book#The)Anxiety) of) Influence:)A)Theory) of)Poetry#
(1997),#posits#that#the#creativity#of#poets#is#impeded#by#their#“anxiety#of#influence”,#
their# concern#with#being# too# influenced#by# the#poets#who#came#before# them# to#
produce#something#that#is#original#and#of#lasting#value.#











work# is#an#element# that#greatly#affects# the#meaning#of#a#poem,# the#meaning#of#
which#can#be#derived#from#its#relationship#to#other#texts.#In#this#way,#Eliot#criticises#
the#necessity#of#placing#such#high#value#on#“originality”,#or# rather#questions# the#



















According# to# Barthes,# the# study# of# the# author’s# background,# history,#




This# study,# however,# challenges# this# assertion# because# the# inability# to#






Barthes# thereby# proposes# that# the# focus# for# understanding# should# be# on# the#





















the# proposal# of# Sellors# in# the# discussion# of# author# intent.# The# thesis# is# further#
“written#from#a#conviction#that#intertextuality#is#and#will#remain#a#crucial#element#in#
the#attempt#to#understand#literature#and#culture#in#general”#(Allen#2011,#p.#7).#This#
research#proposes# to#examine# those#elements#and# those# transtexts,#hypertexts#
















audience.# Adaptation# as# “a# means# of# prolonging# the# pleasure# of# the# original#
representation”#(Ellis#1982,#p.#4)#is#an#important#viewpoint#that#forms#a#cornerstone#










the# opportunity# to# recall# their# own# experience# with# those# hypotexts,# thereby#
creating#a#more#personal#connection#with#the#film.#His#intention,#it#is#argued,#is#thus#
not#to#replace#the#memory,#but#to#evoke#it.#
Catherine# Grant,# in# her# article# Recognizing) Billy) Budd) in) Travail:)
Epistemology)and)Hermeneutics)of)An)Auteurist)‘Free’)Adaptation,#states#that#“film#
adaptations#acquire#their#meaning,#as#well#as#at#least#part#of#their#intrinsic#cultural#




that#“the#most# important#act# that# films#and#their#surrounding#discourses#need#to#
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perform# in#order# to#communicate#unequivocally# their#status#as#adaptations# is# to#



















that# because# the# audience# may# have# their# own# recollections# of# the# hypotexts#
and/or# hypertexts,# they# are# better# able# to# understand# and# appreciate# the#
performance# and# the# choices# made# by# the# actor# by# comparing# their# previous#
knowledge#of#the#text#and#possibly#earlier#adaptations#with#the#performance#they#











analysis# of# the# methods# of# Branagh# in# order# to# research# the# hypotexts# to#
understand#the#gap#to#know#where#the#originality#of#Branagh#can#be#seen#in#his#
choices#in#borrowing.##
Geraghty’s# suggestion# of# audience# recall# as# a# major# component# in#
adaptations#is#of#particular#interest#in#this#project#as#it# is#one#of#the#key#defining#
elements#of# the# theoretical# framework#of# the# thesis.#Geraghty# further#points#out#
that# “this#awareness#of#a#gap,#between#what# is#being#referred# to# in# the#work#of#
recall#involved#in#the#adaptation#and#what#we#see#on#screen,#can#also,#as#we#shall#
see,#be#discussed# in#relation# to#other#elements#–# in#rendering#of# landscape,# for#
instance,# or# the# use# of# costumes”# (2008,# p.# 5).# This# project# proposes# that# this#
element#of#recall#is#of#primary#concern#to#Branagh#in#his#choices#in#the#miseZenZ









hypotexts# and# hypertexts# that# inform# the# films# of# Branagh,# along# the# lines# of#
Bluestone#(1956).#Although#this#approach#has#also#fallen#out#of#vogue#in#modern#
film#criticism,#as#Simone#Murray#states#in#her#book#The)Adaptation)Industry:)The)







Rarely# is#a# film#adaption#made# in#which# the#audience#does#not#walk#out#of# the#
theatre#comparing#the#film#to#its#hypotexts,#hypertexts#and#transtexts,#pointing#out#












on# cinema,# the# term# miseZenZscène# has# developed# to# mean# the# elements# of#












wear#a# red#dress# to#a#party,# thereby#symbolically#and# literally#marking#her#as#a#
scarlet#woman.#
Specifically# for# film,# whereby# the# camera# serves# to# focus# attention# on#
particular# elements# of# the# miseZenZscène,# the# term# miseZenZscène# further#






and# the# examination# of# miseZenZscène# is# French# film# critic# and# theorist# André#













Bazin’s# most# striking# contribution# to# film# aesthetics# was# the#
restoration#of#interest#in#the#integrity#of#the#visual#image#.#.#.#he#did#
change# the#way#many#critics# looked#at#motion#pictures.#No# longer#
was#the#ambiguity#of#the#individual#image#disdained#for#the#dialectical#
conflict#between#successive#images.##Examining#both#the#deep#focus#
shots# in# Citizen) Kane) and# the# slow# pans# in# Open) City,) Bazin#





By# establishing# the# notion# of# individual# creation# in# even# the#





























extending# the# term# to# film# direction,# use# the# term# to# signify# the#
director’s#control#over#what#appears#in#the#film#frame.#As#you#would#






This# thesis# thus# approaches# the# research# from# a# theoretical# framework#
building#upon#Sarris#and#Leitch’s#criteria#for#auteurship#by#examining#Branagh’s#
methods#in#filmZmaking#to#indicate#his#status#as#auteur.#It#further#employs#Sellors’#
significance# on# author# intent# in# a# film# (2010)# and#Wollen’s# significance# on# the#
collaborative#nature#between#author#and#viewer#in#decoding#the#semiotics#in#film#
(1972)#by#discussing#Branagh’s#indicated#intentions#as#revealed#in#interviews#and#
other# recorded# work.# It# uses# Eliot’s# suggestion# of# uniqueness# paradoxically#



















work.# This# chapter# discusses# the# methods# that# the# researcher# found# to# be#
consistent#in#his#directorial#process.#One#of#these#methods#involves#his#research#
into# the#histories#of# the#stories#he# intends# to# tell# in#his# films.#His# research#also#






positions# in# the# production# process# of# filming.# Other# methods# that# remain#
consistent#throughout#his#directorial#films#involve#his#rehearsal#techniques#and#his#
recurring#use#of#camera#techniques.#The#final#method#that#is#repeated#in#his#films#
is# the# incorporation# of# semiotic# codes# into# the# elements# of# miseZenZscène.# In#
addition,#though#it#is#not#a#method,#there#are#three#recurring#themes#that#unite#all#
of# his# directorial# films# to# date# to# one#degree#or# another#which# can#be# seen#as#




In# his# autobiography# entitled# Beginning,# Branagh# describes# his# early#
fascination#with#the#arts#and#mentions#an#event#that#was#particularly#striking#to#him#



























both# as# actor# and# director.# It# became# one# of# his# methods# in# his# approach# to#






















Avon#where#he#was#cast# in# the#role#of#Henry# in#Shakespeare’s#Henry)V,#which#
would#prove#to#be#an#important#influence#on#his#future#career.#After#his#stint#with#
the#RSC,#Branagh#created#his#own# theatre#company,# the#Renaissance#Theatre#


























Branagh’s# early# films,# especially# his# Shakespeare# films,# have# been# the#
focus#of#much#scholarly#research#and#discourse#(Anderegg#2004o#Burnett#2002o#
Burnett# and#Wray# 2000o# Cook# 2012o# Hindle# 2007o# Jackson# 2008o# JessZCooke#
2007o# Torrado#Mariñas# 2010o#White# 2006o#Rothwell# 2004).# For# example,#Peter#
Donaldson,# in#his#article#Taking)on)Shakespeare:)Kenneth)Branagh’s)Henry)V,#
offers#an#analysis#of#the#influences#of#hypertexts#on#Branagh’s#film#with#particular#
emphasis# upon# comparing# and# contrasting# it# with# the# earlier# film# directed# by#
Laurence#Olivier#and#the#stage#production#directed#by#Adrian#Noble#(1991).#Sarah#














then#convey#an# ‘anxiety#of# influence’,#an#awareness# that# the#production# is#both#




Judith# Buchanan# similarly# comments# that# “The# number# of# Shakespeare#
films# made# in# the# silent# era# may# surprise.# # Between# 1899# (when# the# first#
Shakespeare#film#was#made)#and#1927#(when#the#first#properly#commercial#sound#




stage# production# of# King) John# directed# by# William# KennedyZLaurie# Dickson#
(Brooke,#n.d.).#Over#the#decades#that#followed#this,#Shakespeare#continued#to#be#
a#source#material#for#filmmakers.##




it# must# uphold# rightZwing# values.# Nonetheless,# Shakespeare# on# screen# is# at#
present# ‘academically# respectable’o# and# where# Shakespeare# goes,# others# will#
invariably#follow”#(1999,#p.#24).##
During# the# 1990s,# Branagh’s# films# were# not# only# contributing# to# the#
respectability#of#Shakespeare#adaptation#but#also#to#the#medium#of#film#itself.##On#
the#set#of#Branagh’s#film#Hamlet,)Derek#Jacobi#passed#on#to#Branagh#an#edition#of#
Hamlet# once# belonging# to# Johnston# ForbesZRobertson,# considered# one# of# the#
greatest#Hamlets#from#the#turn#of#the#century.#The#edition#had#been#passed#from#
one# Hamlet# to# the# next# to# honor# a# distinct# performance# in# the# theatre.# Judith#
Buchanan#discusses#the#importance#of#this#event#for#cinema,#claiming:#
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Jacobi’s# decision# to# designate# Branagh’s# film) Hamlet# the#
performance#of#his#generation#adds#a#symbolic#layer#of#legitimacy#to#
the# medium# as# a# vehicle# for# Shakespearean# production.# Future#




directorial#methods.#This# study#proposes# to# offer# evidence#of# the#methods# that#
Branagh#developed#over#the#course#of#directing#these#films.#The#directing#of)Henry)
V#played#a#particularly#significant#role#in#the#development#of#Branagh’s#approach#
to# directing# in# his# films.#During# the# process# of# bringing# the# play# to# the# screen,#
Branagh#established#certain#methods#or#processes#he#used#in#order#to#bring#the#
film# to# fruition.# Incorporating# these# methods# became# his# standard# practice# in#
preparation#to#direct#and#throughout#the#filming#of#the#films#that#followed,#as#will#be#












Branagh# is# a# product# of# the# postmodern#moment# dominated#by# a#
sense#of#belatedness#–#a#sense#that#originality#is#exhausted#and#that#
only#parody#and#pastiche#and#intertextual#echo#remain.#Rather#than#
finding# such# a# condition# enervating,#Branagh’s#work# seized# on# its#
possibilities.#Branagh#is#a#reconstructionist#–#an#artist#who#creates#
out# of# the# bits# and# shards# of# the# postmodern# moment.# Peter#
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Donaldson#has#brilliantly#demonstrated#how#the#gritty#strenuousness#
of# Branagh’s# Henry) V# was# inspired# not# only# by# Noble’s# postZ
Falklands/Vietnam#stage#production#but#also#by#a#powerful#aesthetic#
struggle# with# Olivier’s# 1944# film,# which# had# been# prompted# by#
Olivier’s# desire# to# bring# Shakespeare# Z# and# the# English# cultural#
tradition#he#represented#Z# to# the#service#of# the#nation#as#the#Allies#














Palma,# with# easily# traceable# influences# of# OlivierZ
fronted#Rebecca#(in# the# creepy,# needy# housekeeper),#Psycho#(the#
mysterious# old# mother# in# the# next# room),#Dial) M) for) Murder#(the#
scissors# as# murder# weapon),# and#Spellbound#(the# therapeutic#
elements,#plus#a#quickie#reference#to#Salvador#Dali,#who#advised#on#
that#film’s#dream#sequences).#The#Gothic#horror#aesthetic#owes#more#
than# a# little# to# the# WellesZstarring# 1943#Jane) Eyre,# as# wello# the#
photography#of# the#moody#opening#scene,# in#which# [Andy]#Garcia#























In# the# commentary# of# the# film#Love’s) Labour’s) Lost,# Branagh# points# out#
some#of#the#influences#that#played#a#role#in#some#of#his#scenes.#For#example,#in#
discussing#his#use#of#comedic# fake#newsreels# in# the#opening#scene#of# the# film,#
Branagh#claims:##




















be#seen# in# the#dance#segment# that# takes#place# in# the# library.#Though#Branagh#
mistakenly#attributes#(2000)#his#influence#as#being#from#the#Fred#AstaireZstarring#









   Image 1: Astaire Dancing over the Chair        Image 2: Lester Dancing over the Chair  







Branagh# further# indicates#his# influence#of# hypertexts#when#he#discusses#
Lester’s# hiding# behind# a# tiny# potted# plant# during# the# same# scene.# As# Branagh#





The# film# Sleuth# includes# such# influences# as# well,# designed# to# trigger#






                       3: The Magritte Shot                                    Image 4: Not to Be Reproduced 





has# become# as# much# of# a# film# auteur# as# his# great# modernist#
predecessors#Olivier#and#Welles.#Branagh’s#nerve#and#intelligence#











A#characteristic#prominent# in#Branagh’s#directorial# films# is#his#continuous#
recasting#of#the#same#actors#in#different#films#and#his#repetitive#use#of#the#same#
key#crew#members.#In#response#to#comments#on#his#casting#choices#for#his#film#




all#over#again?’#And# I#slightly# refute# the#charge#because# there#are#
always#new#people#in#the#films#that#we#make,#but#scenes#like#this#are#













I# believe# the# benefits# of# an# ensemble,# not# exclusively# working#
together,#but#building#up#a#body#of#work,#a#sort#of#rapport,#can#mean#
that#when#you#get#to#the#next#big#project#that#requires#everything#and#
everybody# to# be# working# at# their# best# pitch,# it# can# really# pay# off#
dividends.#(Rose#1993)#
#
Comparing# himself# to# directors# Clint# Eastwood# and#Woody# Allen# in# this#
respect,#Branagh#says,# “Allen#has#made#almost#as#many# films#as#Shakespeare#
wrote#plays,#and#across#many#of#those#films,#you#find#him#working#again#and#again#
with# a# core# group# of# actors.# Eastwood# does# something# similar# with# Morgan#
Freeman#and#Gene#Hackman”#(Crowl#2006,#p.#171).##
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Branagh’s# first# directorial# film#Henry)V,# adapted,#written# and# directed# by#


























Patrick#Doyle#appears# in#small# roles# in#Henry)V,#Dead)Again,#Much)Ado)about)




All#of# the#aboveZmentioned#cast#members#appears# in#Branagh’s# first# film#
Henry)V#and#have#appeared#in#various#films#since.#Ian#Holm#appears#in#Henry)V,#
as#well# as# two# additional# films,#Hamlet# and#Mary) Shelley’s) Frankenstein.# Four#
additional# cast#members# from#Henry) V# appear# in# one# additional# Branagh# film,#
including#Geraldine#McEwan#who#also#appears#in#Love’s)Labour’s)Lost,#Richard#
Easton#who#also#appears#in#Dead)Again#and#Michael#Maloney#who#also#makes#an#
appearance# in#Hamlet.# In# addition,# both#Shaun#Prendergast# and#Paul#Gregory#











comparisons# concerning# the# aesthetics# of# the# film.#For# example,# as#mentioned#
above,# Patrick# Doyle# composes# the# scores# for# every# Branagh# film# to# date.#




cast#either#of# the# leading#actors,#Michael#Caine#and#Jude#Law.#However,# in#the#
first#film#adaptation#of#Anthony#Shaffer’s#play#Sleuth#(Mankiewicz#1972),#a#young#
Michael# Caine# stars# as# Milo# Tindle# with# an# older# Laurence# Olivier# starring# as#









his# life# and# his# choices# and# ultimately,# facing# the# camera,# asks# the# question,#
“What’s#it#all#about?”#(Gilbert#1966o#Shyer#2004).#In#the#1966#Gilbert#version,#this#
is#followed#by#the#haunting#ballad#sung#by#Cilia#Black#asking,#“What’s#it#all#about,#
Alfie?”# (Bacharach# and# David# 1966).# This# line# serves# as# another# trigger# for#
audience#recall#in#the#Branagh#film#of#Sleuth#in#one#scene#in#which#Jude#Law,#in#
the#role#of#Tindle,#demands#of#Wyke,#“What’s#it#all#about?”,#a#line#which#Jude#Law#












Even#before# the# shooting#of#Hamlet,#Branagh#asked#his# actors# to#
know# their# parts# by# heart# from# beginning# to# end,# just# like# in# the#
theatre.#Prior#to#filming#they#did#a#complete#runZthrough#of#the#whole#
play#so# that,#when# they#began# filming#and#would#have# to#perform#
their#scenes#out#of#order#in#front#of#the#camera,#they#would#have#a#





















































never# had# any# fear,# which# meant# you# then# made# fewer#
mistakes.##Because#it's#the#nerves#that#make#the#mistakes.#One#of#
these# takes# was# nine# minutes,# and# you# go,# "Oh,# blimey,# nine#
minutes."##It's#a#long#time#to#remember#all#the#dialogue,#and#you're#
hitting#marks.##It's#not#like#the#theatre,#where#you#can#move#around#
as# you# like.# #You've#got#marks#on# the# floor# that# you're#hitting#and#
you've#go#to#hit#them#properly.##But#to#be#told#that#you#can#fluff#or#dry#
and#the#continuity#girl#will#come#in#with#the#line#and#you#continue,#that#




I# think# I# noticed# that# you# enjoyed,# and# I# think# Jude# enjoyed,# that#
sense#of,#once#we've#started#shooting,#just#keeping#the#momentum.##I#












1993,#p.#xvi).# It# is#this#element# in#his#theatrical# training#that#he#passes#on#to#his#
actors,# encouraging# them# to# research# and# explore# the# past# histories# and#
development# of# their# characters# to# discover# the# why?# of# their# actions# and#
motivations,#as#is#demonstrated#in#the#caseZstudy#chapters#that#follow.#
Branagh’s#methods#in#directing#actors#aids#in#his#creating#a#certain#style#of#
performance,# particularly# in# his# Shakespeare# adaptations,# that# is# distinct# in# his#
films.#
4.1.4''Camera'Techniques'











Branagh#was# typically# clever# in# the#way#he#orchestrated#cast#and#
camera.# In# order# to# keep# the# audience’s# eyes# alive# and# alert# as#
Shakespeare’s#dense#verbal# images#came#flooding# forth,#Branagh#
used#a#series#of#complicated#tracking#and#dolly#shots# that#allowed#












of# detail.# The# audience# is# always# aware# of# what# is# happening# around# the#
characters,# thus# ensuring# that# the# audience# understands#where# everyone# is# in#
relation#to#each#other.#
To#create# the#one#shot,#a# fiveZhundredZfoot# tracking#platform#was#built# in#
fields#outside#Shepperton#Studios,#whose#sound#stages#were#used#for#filming.#The#







David# Tringham# [Assistant# Director# of# the# film],# made# this# chaos#
work,#and#with#our#massive#crowd#and#our#remote#control#camera#on#
its#strange#electronic#arm,#we#began#by#12:30#on# that# long#day# to#
start#on#the#amazing#shot.#The#visibility#of#Trevor#Coop’s#monitor#set#
was# so# poor# it# was# impossible# to# know# what# the# remote# control#








set.# #Once#again,#Branagh#uses# this# tracking#shot# to#establish# the#actors#within#
their# setting,# making# the# audience# aware# of# the# small# space,# the# almost#




smooth#motion# that#was# in# tune# and# in#motion#with#Derek’s# voice# and#motion”#
(1992).#




Claudio,#and#Leonato#at# the# fountain#before# following#a#young#woman#with#her#














These# long# tracking# or# uninterrupted# shots# can# be# seen# consistently#
throughout# his# films# from# Henry) V# through# Sleuth.# In# addition# to# the# aboveZ
mentioned#tracking#shots#in#Henry)V,#Dead)Again#and#Much)Ado)about)Nothing,#
the# film#The)Magic)Flute#opens#with#a# tracking#shot# that# runs#approximately#six#










More# soldiers# are# preparing# for# battle# and# the# soldier#with# the#message#
arrives# and# hands# the# message# to# the# commander.# The# commander# blows# a#
whistle# and# the# battle# begins# accompanied# by# a# marching# orchestra.# Planes#
appear#out#of#the#clouds#overhead#as#the#battle#rages#below.#There#is#wholesale#
slaughter# as# soldiers# are# shot# or# bombed# and# fall# on# the# barbed# wireZstrewn#





that# appear# on# the#monitor,# the# result# of# the# various# security# cameras# that# are#


















ceiling,#mimicking# an# uninterrupted# tracking# shot,# where# it# focuses# again# in# an#
overhead#shot#on#the#tops#of#the#heads#of#the#two#men.#
Another#element# that#all#of#Branagh’s# films#present# is# the#use#of#camera#
movement#within#a#scene.#Branagh’s#scenes#are#seldom#shot#with#a#static#camera#
as# camera# movement# becomes# an# important# practice# used# to# enhance#
performances#and#the#ongoing#action,#to#add#a#sense#of#urgency#of#a#scene,#and#
to#reflect#the#emotions#of#the#characters#in#the#scene.#
A#common# trait#of#Branagh’s# films#also# is#a#strong#sense#of# the# location#
outside# of# the# cinematic# scene# and# his# adherence# to# the# importance# of# the#
interaction# of# characters# within# their# space# so# that# the# audience# has# a# strong#
awareness#of#the#entire#location#throughout#the#interaction#of#the#characters.##
The#frequent#use#of#such#camera#techniques#common#to#all#of#Branagh’s#
films# elicits# comparisons# between# his# various# films.# For# example,#watching# the#
tracking# shot# at# the# end# of# Much) Ado) about) Nothing# inexorably# begs# for#
discussions#and#comparisons#with#the#tracking#shot#of#the#battle#of#Agincourt#from#




use#of# this#cinema# technique#but#with#very#different#effects#achieved#due# to#his#
choices#of#when#and#how#they#are#used.#
Until# Hamlet) in# 1996,# Branagh’s# films# were# shot# with# spherical# lenses#
instead#of#anamorphic#lenses,#which#differ#in#their#aspect#ratio#and#the#image#that#
they# project,# anamorphic# lenses# projecting# an# elliptical# image# rather# than# a#
spherical#one.#Due#to#its#ability#to#stretch#the#image,#the#anamorphic#lens#gained#
widespread#use# in# the#1950s#during#what#Barry#Langford# refers# to,# in#his#PostT
classical)Hollywood:)Film)Industry,)Style)and)Ideology)since)1945,#as#the#transition#
phase# from# classical# to# postZclassical# Hollywood# cinema# (2010,# p.# 1),# with# the#
development#of#the#widescreen#format.#
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Branagh’s#preferred#use#of# spherical# lenses# in#his# films#pays#homage# to#
classical# cinema.# Spherical# lenses# produce# a# more# classical# style# image# that#
simulates# the# image#created#by# the#human#eye#more#while#anamorphic# lenses#
produce#a#shallower#depth#of# field.#The#use#of#anamorphic# lenses#changes# the#
shape# of# the# bokeh,# causing# the# blurred# outZofZfocus# images# of# light# in# the#
background# to# become# elongated# rather# than# the# round# shape# produced# by#
spherical#lenses.#In#this#way,#too,#spherical#lenses#create#a#more#classical#look.##
The#spectacle#that#is#Branagh’s#Hamlet#and#the#special#effects#required#to#
create# it# are# testament# to# Branagh’s# utilization# of# the# advances# in# technology#

















forward#dialogue.#Diegetic# sound# refers# to# any# sounds# that# originate#within# the#



















between# the# two# characters,# choreographed# with# a# repeating# threeZnote# tune#

















to# swell# and# change#as#Hamlet# vows# to# avenge#his# father’s#murder,# becoming#
inspirational#and#epic,#incorporating#a#drumroll#as#he#prepares#for#his#own#private#
battle#and#Hamlet#stares#up#to#sky,#almost#in#prayer#and#in#awe.#The#music#stops#
abruptly#as#his#companions# find#him#staring# into# the#sky,#but#without# the#music#
now,#Hamlet#seems#overwhelmed,#wideZeyed#and#overwrought.#He#speaks#with#
his#friends#but#without#the#accompanying#music,#Hamlet#seems#to#be#raving#and#a#
bit#mad.#The# lack#of#music#here#becomes#as#powerful# as# the#music# itself# as# it#
conveys#the#changes#that#are#taking#place#in#the#mind#of#Hamlet.#
Branagh#also#combines#the#use#of#diegetic#music#with#an#added#use#of#nonZ
diegetic# music# to# create# a# fuller# sound,# often# beginning# with# a# song# or#
instrumentation#that#is#a#part#of#the#story#then#adding#additional#music#that#is#clearly#
not,#playing#with#the#connection#between#what#the#characters#hear#and#what#they#

































which#the#King#of#Navarre# is# in#the#library#singing,#the#music# is#already#playing,#





















light# to# match# the# tone# of# the# film.# The# costumes# are# made# to# highlight# and#
showcase# the# femininity#and#sexuality#of# the#women,# to#be# in#contrast#with# the#
men.#The#men#wear#more#restricted#clothing#and#are#shown#horseback#riding#and#
rough#housing.#
In#Much)Ado)About)Nothing,# the#costumes#also#help# to# carry# the#plot.# It#






Branagh# employs#much# colourZcoding# in# the# film.# The#women# are# all# in#














of)Kenneth)Branagh)on# “his#desire# to#make#Shakespeare’s# language#sound#as#
familiar#as#possible#to#a#‘90s#ear”:)
One#of#the#things#that#has#always#challenged#me,#inspires#me,#and#
makes# me# enthusiastic# about# working# with# Shakespeare# is# the#
attempt# to#make# it#sound#as#natural#as#possible.# I’ve#always#been#





just# the#general#purport#of#what# the#character#was# feeling,#but# the#
exact# function#of#every#remark#.# .# .# the#result#was#a#more#pointed,#
even#jabbing#style,#a#tendency#to#deflate#sonority# in# favor#of#exact#
meaning,# while# at# the# same# time# giving# the#meter# of# the# verse# a#
musician’s# respect# and# the# rhetorical# substructure# of# the# lawyer’s#
questioning#eye.#(O’Brien#1997)#
#
Branagh#also#states# that#he# requires#much#rehearsal# to#achieve#his#goal#


























less# the# same# ambivalent# feelings# towards# war# and# the# same#
sacrifices#it#demands#of#the#kingo#we#witness#the#same#army#suffering#




A# prime# example# of# the# first# theme# is# his# film#Dead) Again.# This# film,# a#
modern#neo#noir,#focuses#on#the#question#of#past# lives,#explores#the#element#of#




theme# is# further#explored# in#Madson’s# relationship#with#his#mother,#Roman#and#
Margaret.#The#second#theme#of#isolation#and#alienation#is#seen#in#Grace’s#amnesia#





screenplay#written# by#Rita#Rudner# and#Martin# Bergman.# The# second# theme# of#
alienation#and# isolation# is# seen# in# the# feelings#of#Peter#who# reaches#out# to#his#
former#friends#with#the#hope#of#gaining#some#kind#of#support#in#his#hour#of#need.#
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Branagh’s# fourth# directorial# film,#Much) Ado) about) Nothing,# incorporates#
both#the#first#and#the#third#theme.#The#theme#of#familial#relationships#is#seen#in#the#
anger# that#Leanato# initially# feels# towards#Hero#when#he#believes#the# lies#told#of#






is# put# in# the# difficult# position# of# having# to# decide# punishment# for# his# brother’s#
villainy.##
The# theme# of# the# difficulties# of# negotiating# familial# relationships# is#





















The# theme# of# isolation# is# exemplified# by# the# character# of# Hamlet# whom#
everyone# believes# has# gone# mad# with# grief# over# his# father’s# death.# He# alone#
assumes# the# responsibility# of# vengeance# and# further# alienates# his# friends# and#















fitness#to#rule# is#brought# into#question#when#people#continue#to# flock#to# join# the#























the# images.# The# lighting# is# striking,#with# the# faces# often# half# lit# to# give# a#more#
sinister#look#to#the#actors.#
The# creativity# of# the# camera# angles# of# Haris# Zambarloukos,# the# use# of#
reflection,#viewing#the#image#through#horizontal#blinds,#the#dramatic#lighting#and#
other# aspects# of# the# cinematography# demonstrate# the# cinematographer’s#
willingness#to#experiment,#which#apparently#appeals#to#Branagh.#For#his#later#films,#





















































classic# text,#stage#play,#or#earlier# film,#but# is#adapted#primarily# from#a#series#of#
comic# books.# In# his# book# The) Comic) Book) Adaptation:) Exploring) Modern)
Hollywood’s) Leading) Genre,# Liam# Burke# suggests# that# though# comic# books#
represent# a# different# type# of# hypotext# than# the# majority# of# adaptations,# it# is#
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texts),# from# works# firmly# enshrined# with# the# cultural# tradition,# the#






















As# Gordon,# Jancovich# and#McAllister# point# out# in# their# Film) and) Comic)
Books:#
Comics# have# core# audiences# of# fans# that# engage#with# characters#
over#longer#periods#of#time,#and…these#fans#have#distinct#opinions#
on# how# characters# should# be# adapted# for# film.#Moreover# different#
fans# of# the# same# comic# character# will# have# different# views,#
and…competing#expectations#of#different#fans#will#further#complicate#






One# difference# that# exists# between# the# adaptation# of# comic# books# and#
conventional#adaptions#is#that,#as#Will#Brooker#states,#“the#cultural#hierarchies#are#




lower# art# form# and# the# film,# therefore,# often# achieves# a# higher# status# than# its#
hypertexts.#









































variety#of# its#comics.#Although# the#character#of#Thor# is# initially#derived# from# the#
revered#Norse#thunder#god#as#depicted#in#the#hypotext#of#Sturleson,#this#is#a#Marvel#
movie#and# it#exists#within# the#Marvel#universe.#Therefore,#wherever# the#comics#















newZwave# adaptation# studies# sets# itself# takes,# paradoxically,# a# tamely# familiar#
methodological#guise:#namely,#textual#analysis”#(Murray#2012,#p.#4).#As#indicated#
above,#it#is#often#demonstrated#by#scholars#in#what#she#refers#to#as#“the#new#wave”#
of# adaptation# studies# that# the# discourse# on# the# comparisons# of# texts#with# their#
source#materials# is#dismissed#as#outZofZdate#due# to# its#being# inevitably#coupled#
with#a#discussion#of#the#merits#of#either#the#film#or#its#sources#or#both.#This#study#



















But#he#understood# that# it#had#an#enormous# impact#on# the#English#
imagination#so#it#was#a#story#everybody#already#knew,#as#it#were,#and#
then# he# retold# it# again.# # So# I# think# I# start# with# that# idea# that#
Shakespeare# recognised,# what# some# would# argue# are# the# six# or#










history#of#his# film# topics,# it# is# important# for# this#project# to# investigate# the# literary#
precursors#concerning#the#history#of#these#topics#under#investigation#in#this#study.#
As#such,#an#investigation#was#made#into#the#histories#of#the#legends#or#characters#
upon#which# the# caseZstudy# films# are# based.# As#Geraghty# states,# “the# complex#
textual#referencing#of#many#adaptations,#their# layering#of#genres,#performances,#





the# Norse# mythology# that# feature# characters# or# plot# developments# that# were#
appropriated#into#the#film.#This#is,#in#turn,#is#followed#by#a#textZtoZtext#comparison#




Much# of# the# information# now# known# about# the# actual# beliefs# of# Norse#
mythology#and#the#gods#of#Asgard#may#be#derived#from#two#major#primary#sources,#
a#hypotext#commonly#referred#to#as#the#Poetic)Edda#(Dodds#2014),#also#known#as#
Sæmund’s# Edda# or# the# Elder) Edda,# and# the# hypertext# Prose) Edda# by# Snorri#
Sturluson#(2001),#also#known#as#Snorri’s#Edda#or#the#Younger)Edda.##These#two#
Eddas,# the# former# in# poetic# form#and# the# latter# in# prose,# contain# the#wealth# of#
information#detailing#the#world#view#of#Norse#mythology#and#its#conception#of#how#
the# universe# was# created,# a# depiction# of# the# nine# realms# that# exist# within# that#
universe,# including#Asgard# and#Midgard,# the# relationships# between# the# various#






of# the# gods),# and# the# worldview# of# the# Norse# mythos# (2001,# p.# 19).# H.# R.# E.#
Davidson# describes# the# relationships# that# exist# between# the# gods# of# Asgard,#





















Thor# is#one#of# the#most#memorable#and# iconic#gods#of#Asgard# in#Norse#





























Heimdall# is# the# gatekeeper# of# the# rainbow# bridge# Bifrost.# # According# to#









the# asas# into# great# trouble,# and#often# helped# them#out# again,#with# his# cunning#
contrivances”#(Sturluson#2001,#p.#33).#






off# that# trouble,# representative#of# the#constant#battle#between#good#and#evil# as#



















world# from#destruction# and# evil.# These# various# superheroes# all# exist#within# the#
same# fictitious# universe# and# periodically# cross# over# and#make# appearances# in#
issues# from#each#other’s# series.#This# fictitious#universe# that# is# inhabited#by# the#
various#characters#is#referred#to#as#the#Marvel#Comics#Universe.##
For# the# development# of# the# character# of# Thor,# the# legends# of# Norse#
mythology#are#freely#appropriated#and#transposed#in#the#Marvel#Comics#universe,#
with#varying#degrees#of#alterations#or#sometimes#minor#revisions.#The#character#of#





Marvel’s# adaptation# that# portrays# him# as# blond,# clean# cut# and# identifiably# a#
superhero.#
The# character# of#Thor#made#his#Marvel# comic#book#debut# in# the#Marvel#








Image 5: Journey into Mystery #83 












comics# as#Captain) America# and# The) Fantastic) Four.# These# issues# all# contain#
stories#of#Thor,#sometimes#with#his#superhero#friends,#battling#various#enemies#of#
earth#or#Asgard#and#always#eventually#emerging#victorious.# # It# is#common#for#a#
story#arc#to#range#over#a#number#of#issues,#usually#three,#but#sometimes#some#of#
the#longer,#more#complex#stories#are#extended#to#cover#many#more#issues.#The#
franchise#also# includes#an#animated# television# series,# video#games,# as#well# as#
other#merchandise.##
This# study# will# not# discuss# all# of# the# stories# in# all# of# the# comics# series.##
However,#it#will#discuss#a#number#of#particular#issues#that#have#pertinence#to#the#
















chase#Dr.#Blake# into#a#cave.# #While#searching# for#an#alternative#way#out#of# the#
cave,#Dr.#Blake#finds#a#walking#stick.##When#he#taps#the#stick#against#a#stone,#Dr.#






panel#5).# #As# long#as#Dr.#Blake#retains#physical#possession#of# the#hammer,#his#
transformation# into# Thor# remains# intact.# #Within# sixty# seconds# of# releasing# the#
hammer,#however,#he#reverts#back#into#his#Dr.#Blake#body.##In#this#way,#he#is#able#
to#control#his#transformation.#
Mjolnir# is# the# indestructible# hammer# to# which# Odin# adds# special#
enchantments,# such# as# “no# one# shall# be# able# to#wield# this# hammer# lest# he# be#
worthy…and#ever#shall#this#mallet#return#to#the#hand#of#him#who#hurls#it…and#ever#
shall# the# thunderous#storm#and# the#very#elements#on#high# respond# to#Mjolnir’s#
summons!”#(Zelenetz#1983b,#p.#14,#panel#2).#
Much# like# the# transformation# that# takes# place# within# his# fellow# Marvel#
Comics#superhero#the#Incredible#Hulk#(Lee#1962c),#the#superhero#Thor#is#waiting#
inside#the#partially#disabled#body#of#Dr.#Blake.##However,#unlike#Dr.#Bruce#Banner’s#

















telling# him,# “Though# thou#are# supreme# in# thy# power,# and# thy# pride…thou#must#
know#weakness…thou#must#feel#pain!##But,#such#lesson#can#ne’er#be#learned#by#






love# interest#and#defines# the# relationship# that#exists#between#Dr.#Blake#and#his#











Image 6: Journey into Mystery #85 
(Lee and Lieber 1962b) 
#



















killed#by#Odin,#and# the# infant#Loki# is# later#discovered#hidden#away# in#a# temple.##
Odin# lifts#up#the# infant,#exclaiming,#“It# is#Loki,#son#of#Laufey!# #The#child#he#kept#
hidden,#for#his#heart#was#filled#with#shame#that#Loki#was#not#born#a#giant#as#were#


















not# fought# sideZbyZside# in# the# past?# # Has# the# battle# sword# of# Sif# been# found#
wanting?##I#say#thee#nay,#son#of#Odin!##The#words#of#thy#lips#are#not#the#thought#of#
thy#heart!”#(Lee#1967b,#p.#6,#panel#2)#to#which#Thor#is#forced#to#concede.#
Sif,# who# in# an# early# issue# has# golden# hair# like# her# Norse# mythological#
counterpart,#has#black#hair#in#the#later#issues.##This#is#because#Loki,#as#in#the#Norse#
mythology,#cuts#off#all#of#Sif’s#hair# (Zelenetz#1983d).# #Thor# threatens# to#kill#him#
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because#of#his#treachery.##In#response,#Loki#goes#to#the#trolls#and#convinces#them#








                            
   Image 7: Journey into Mystery #118                            Image 8: Thor and the Destroyer 

































In#another# issue,# the#Destroyer# returns#again# to# try# to#destroy#Thor.#This#
time#when#Thor#is#once#more#on#the#brink#of#death#after#nearly#being#crushed#by#




















the# mission.# # Among# these# are# Hogun# the# Grim,# “the# silent,# sinister,# mystery#








warriors.# # Fandral# the#Dashing# has# “the# sizzling# style# of# a#master# and# the# gay#
abandon#of#a#carefree#youth”#(Lee,#1965h,#p.#3,#panel#2)#and#is#much#admired#by#
the#ladies,#while#Hogun#the#Grim#fights#in#a#different#manner,#“ruthless,#savage,#





4).# # He# is# blustery# and# boasts# often# of# his# great# courage,# proclaiming# himself#
“courage# incarnate”# (Lee# 1966b,# p.# 3,# panel# 1)# even# as# he# is# cowering# on# the#











        Image 9: Casket of Ancient Winters                Image 10: Casket of Ancient Winters 
                       (Simonson 1984c)                                              (Branagh 2011) 
#
Another#artifact#that#appears#in#Odin’s#trophy#room#in#the#film#and#has#its#
origins# in# the# comics,# as# will# be# discussed# below,# is# the# Eternal# Flame# of#
Destruction.#In#one#tale,#Odin#goes#with#his#brothers#to#the#realm#of#Muspelheim#
to#ask#its#ruler#Surtur#whether#it#was#true#that#he#intended#to#destroy#Asgard.##Surtur#












Tesseract,#has#only# to# think#of#something#and# it#will# instantaneously#happen#or#
appear#(Lee#1966a,#p.#8,#panel#6).#
############










Image 13: Strange Tales #135 












described# as# “six# foot# two# of# steelZmuscled,# ironZnerved# fighting# man!# # Fury#
believes#in#making#his#men#fear#him#so#much#that#they#would#rather#face#hopeless#
odds#than#face#his#anger!##It’s#rumored#that#he’s#really#got#a#heart,#but#no#one#can#





























of# some# unknown# astronomical# event,# and# watch# in# amazement# when# some#



























more#relatable#because# it# is#presented# in#contrast# to# the#scientific#endeavors#of#
Jane#and#her#reactions#to#the#spectacle#of#this#“mythical”#realm#by#her#standards.#












the# film# from#the#comics#story#arc# in#which# it# is#used# to#create#perpetual#winter#
when#stolen#by#Malekith.##
The#film#continues#with#the#arrival#of#King#Odin#Alfather#with#his#own#vast#
army#of#Asgardians,# determined# to# defend#Earth# against# the# domination# of# the#















































Joined#by# his# devoted# companions# the#Warriors#Three,#Fandral,#Volstagg,# and#
Hogun,#as#well#as#his#friend#and#fellow#warrior#Sif#and#his#brother#Loki,#Thor#sets#











as#described# in# the#comics.#The#natures#of# these# four# friends#of#Thor# from# the#



























Image 16: Loki and Lokis 
(Simonson 1985c)   
  
    
    Image 17: Loki and Lokis 
















imbedded# text# from#the#comics,# the#exact#words# that#are# found#on# the#hammer#
Mjolnir#in#the#comics#(Lee#and#Leiber#1962a).#











































In# regards# to# the# love# triangle# that#exists# in# the#comics#between#Dr.#Don#
Blake,#Thor,#and#Jane#Foster,#perhaps#finding#this#love#triangle#too#much#like#that#
of#Lois#Lane,#Clark#Kent#and#Superman,#the#screenwriters#chose#not#to#incorporate#
this# duality# displayed# in# the# Dr.# Don# Blake/Thor# concept# of# the# comic# books.##
Homage#however# is#paid#to#this#duality# in#the#screenplay’s#use#of#the#Dr.#Blake#
character#as#Thor’s#identity#in#the#hospital.#




















































and# he# sets# out# to# find# it.# # When# Coulson’s# group# confiscates# Jane# Foster’s#
research#on#the#wormhole,#Jane#joins#Thor#on#his#crusade#to#retrieve#his#hammer.##
Upon#their#arrival#at#the#location#of#the#hammer,#they#learn#that#S.H.I.E.L.D.#has#
erected# a# temporary# camp# housing# the# hammer,# surrounded# by# a# fence# and#
heavily#guarded#by#armed#guards.#
Thor# attempts# to# fight# his# way# into# the# facility# to# reach#Mjolnir.# Coulson#
orders# Hawkeye,# appropriated# from# the# comics,# to# give# him# “eyes# high# up”#
(Branagh#2011o#Lee#1964).#Hawkeye#climbs#aboard#the#bucket#of#a#crane#which#































night#visit# to#Jane,#Thor#explains#to#her# the#existence#of# the#nine#realms#and#of#
Yggdrasil,# the#world#tree#that# links#them#together,#another#element#appropriated#
from#both# the#Norse#mythology#and# the#comics.#Thor#sits#with#Jane#Foster#and#
draws#a# picture# of#Yggdrasil,# explaining# to# her,# “Your#world# is# one# of# the#Nine#
Realms#of# the#Cosmos,# linked# to#each#other#by# the#branches#of#Yggdrasil,# the#


















hope#of# finding#Thor#and#bringing#him#back# to#Asgard# to#challenge#Loki# for# the#
throne.# # Once# upon# Earth,# they# manage# to# locate# Thor.# Their# happy# reunion,#
however,# is# cut# short# by# the# unexpected# arrival# of# the# Destroyer.# # Loki,# upon#

































wrought#by# the#Destroyer.# # In# the# film,#he#does#exactly# the#same#thing,# thereby#
leading#to#his#own#redemption#and#his#return#to#Asgard.#


























below# the# bridge.# Odin# arrives# in# time# to# save# them,# but# Loki,# abject# over# his#
father’s#refusal#to#bestow#upon#him#either#his#praise#or#understanding,#releases#his#
father’s#arm#and#allows#himself# to# fall# into# the#abyss.# #Thor# is# reunited#with#his#




At# the# very# end# of# the# film,# after# all# the# credits# have# finished# rolling,#
S.H.I.E.L.D.#director#Nick#Fury#brings#Selvig# into#a#S.H.I.E.L.D.#warehouse#and#
shows#him#an#object#which#he#wants#Selvig#to#study,#the#Cosmic#Cube,#the#device#
of# immense# power# that# will# grant# anyone# who# holds# it# any# wish# they# choose.##
















the#wearer# infinite#power,#allowing# the#wearer# to#make#anything#and#everything#
into#reality#(Starlin#1977).#All#of#these#weapons#have#their#origins#in#the#comic.#
    
       Image 18: The Orb of Agamotto                    Image 19: The Orb of Agamotto  
                       (Lee 1964d)                                       (Marvel-Movies Wikia 2016) 
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       Image 20: The Warlock’s Eye                            Image 21: The Warlock’s Eye  
                     (Lee 1966c)                                           (Marvel-Movies Wikia 2016) 
 
                 
    Image 22: The Eternal Flame of                             Image 23: The Eternal Flame of 




                                          
         Image 24: The Tablet of                             Image 25: The Tablet of Life and Time 
        Life and Time (Lee 1969)                                   (Marvel-Movies Wikia 2016) 
 
 
                     
  Image 26: The Infinity Gauntlet #1                           Image 27: The Infinity Gauntlet 
                 (Starlin 1991)                                               (Marvel-Movie Wikia 2016) 
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## 
The# after# credits# shot# depicts# the# possession# by# S.H.I.E.L.D.# of# the#




and#Selvig’s#allusion# to# the#Hulk,#are#examples#of# intertextual#alliance# in#which#
characters#or#items#exist# in#the#same#fictional#universe#and#exist#across#various#
films# that# are# not# sequels,# prequels,# or# spinZoffs,# referring# to# these# films#which#
share#transtextual#elements#and#cohabit#the#same#world#and#may,#on#occasion,#be#
deemed# to# occur# simultaneously.# It# represents# “a# coherent,# integrative# film#
mythology#that#paints#a#world#far#greater#than#that#shown#on#screen”#(Cogan#and#
Massey#2016,#p.#10).#This#type#of#intertextual#alliance#is#an#example#of#transmedia#
storytelling,# “a# process# where# integral# elements# of# a# fiction# get# dispersed#




Marvel# Studios,# a# subsidiary# of# Walt# Disney# Studios,# has# created# a#
cinematic#universe#franchise#in#which#its#superhero#characters#cohabit#in#the#same#
manner#in#which#the#comic#book#characters#do#when#they#often#cross#over#among#
the# various# comics# and# appear# in# each# other’s# realms# and# storylines.# In# this#
franchise,#the#same#actors#are#consistently#recast#to#portray#the#same#characters#
across#the#various#films#that#feature#the#characters#either#individually#or#as#part#of#
the#team#known#as#the#Avengers.# # In#this#way,# the#studio#created#a#transmedia#
world#with#a#series#of# films#that# incorporate#a#system#of# intertextual#alliances# in#
which#references#are#made#within#the#various#films#to#the#characters#and/or#events#
that#take#place#in#other#films#within#the#franchise.#
As# explained# by# Flanagan,#McKenny# and# Livingstone# in# their# book#The)



























foreshadowing# of# the# then# soonZtoZbeZreleased# Captain) America:) The) First)
Avenger#in#which#the#cube#plays#an#essential#role#in#the#plot#development#and#the#
storyline.# “For# those# intrigued# enough# to# learn# more,# comics# exist# as# a# vast#
research# archive# for# the# curious,# even# when# details# have# been# adjusted# (the#




Also# included# within# this# Marvel# universe# are# several# television# series,#
including# The) Agents) of) S.H.I.E.L.D.,# a# modernZday# adventure# in# which# Clark#




The# films# included#as#part#of# this#cinematic#universe,# in#order#of# release#
date,#are# Iron)Man# (2008),#The)Incredible)Hulk# (2008),# Iron)Man)2# (2010),#Thor#
(2011),# Captain) America:) The) First) Avenger# (2011),# Marvel’s) The) Avengers#
(2012),# Iron)Man)3#(2013),#Thor:)The)Dark)World#(2013),#Captain)America:)The)
Winter)Soldier#(2014),#Guardians)of)the)Galaxy#(2014),#Avengers:)Age)of)Ultron#
(2015),# AntTMan# (2015),# Captain) America:) Civil) War# (2016)# and# Dr.) Strange#
(2016).#Announced#to#be#released#in#2017#are#the#films#Guardians)of)the)Galaxy)
Vol.) 2,# SpiderTMan:) Homecoming# and# Thor:) Ragnarok.# Additional# films# to# be#
released#from#2018#onward#have#also#been#announced.#
As# indicated#above,#prior# to# the#production#of#Thor,# the# fourth# film# in# the#
franchise,#three#films#were#produced,#The)Incredible)Hulk,#Iron)Man,#and#Iron)Man)
2.##In#production#at#the#same#time#as#Thor,#and#released#later#in#the#same#year,#
was# the# film#Captain)America:)The)First)Avenger.# #As# such,# in#Thor,# there#are#
several# scenes# and# images# that# cross# reference# these# other# Marvel# films.# # In#
addition,#there#are#numerous#examples#in#Thor#of#contributions#made#by#Branagh#




There#does#exist#a# timeline#within# the#universe# in# that# there# is#a#definite#
progression#in#the#action#that#occurs#across#the#films,#and#the#various#films#can#be#
placed# along# that# timeline.# For# example,# the# character# of# Falcon# appears# in#
Captain)America:)The)Winter)Soldier#and# later# in#Avengers:)Age)of)Ultron,# then#
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makes#an#appearance#at#the#end#of#AntTMan#when#AntZMan#tries#to#break#into#the#
Avengers’# complex# which# is# introduced# in#Avengers:) Age) of) Ultron.# # AntZMan#
subsequently#appears#in#Captain)America:)Civil)War.#Both#of#these#indicate#that#
the#film#events#of#AntTMan#occur#after#the#events#of#Avengers:)Age)of)Ultron#but#





Dr.# Strange# meeting# with# Thor# to# discuss# what# must# be# done# about# Loki,# a#






















roles,# as# is# evidenced# by# the# recasting# of# the# character# of# David# Banner,# as#
mentioned#above.#
Will#Brooker,#in#his#Hunting)the)Dark)Knight:)TwentyTFirst)Century)Batman,#




‘digital#backlot’# technology”# (2012,#p.#53).#Branagh#also#attempts# to#capture# the#
comic#book#aesthetics# in# the#setting#and#camera#angles,#but# in#a#different#way.#
Furthermore,#Hemsworth’s#physicality#exhibited#in#Thor,#which#reflects#the#comic#
book#aesthetics,#as#discussed#below,#continues#into#his#portrayal#in#the#later#Thor:)
The) Dark) World# and# the# Avengers# movies.# In# this# respect,# the# influence# of#
Branagh’s#direction#continues#to#be#seen#in#the#later#films#featuring#Thor.#
Thor# features#several# crossover#elements,#or#Easter#Eggs,#mentioned# in#
Thor,#such#as#Selvig’s#reference#to#S.H.I.E.L.D.’s#confiscation#of#David#Banner’s#
research#and#the#question#of#whether#the#Destroyer#is#one#of#Stark’s,#as#mentioned#






they# have# become# emblematic# of# the# continuous# and# branching,#
specifically#MS#macroZnarrative,#such#scenes#have#become#a#calling#
card,# and# the# most# recognizable# Easter# Egg# associated# with# the#
studio.11#Named# as# such# because# itrequires# a# certain# amount# of#


















postZcredits# scenes,# among# other# Easter# Eggs# found# throughout# the# MCU,#
fabricate# connective# tissue,# not# only# between# other# texts# throughout# the#
transmedia#story#universe,#but#also#as#a#way#of#calling#out# to# fan#communities”#
()2016,#p.#185).#Such#Easter#Eggs#constitute#examples#of#semiotic#codes.#








places# new# demands# on# consumers# and# depends# on# the# active#
participation#of#knowledge#communities.#Transmedia#storytelling# is#
the# art# of# world# making.# To# fully# experience# any# fictional# world,#
consumers#must#assume#the#role#of#hunters#and#gatherers,#chasing#
down#bits#of#the#story#across#media#channels,#comparing#notes#with#





Marvel#universe#was#being#able# to,#wherever#we#could,#maybe# just#offer#a# little#
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indication# of# how# other# elements# of# it# might# play# here# that# perhaps# feature#
elsewhere”#(2011).#An#example#of#this#extended#universe#is#the#setting#of#the#battle#











This# section# delves# into# the# analysis# of# Branagh’s# direction,# the# camera#
techniques,#and#the#performances#of#the#actors#in#the#film.#The#aim#is#to#establish#
whether# there# are# existing# methods# that# are# similar# to# his# previous# work# and#
whether#the#intertextuality#of#the#film#can#be#seen#in#the#miseZenZscène.#
The#research#suggests#that#Branagh’s#intention#with#the#epic#film#Thor#was#






with# the# writer# of# this# thesis,# discussed# the# approach# adopted# by# himself# and#
Branagh#when#they#were#preparing#to#shoot#the#film,#stating:#
























based#upon#comic#books# tend# to# incorporate#such#evocative# images.#However,#

















favoured# by# such# directors# of# the# German# expressionist# period# as# Fritz# Lang,#
whose#films#Branagh#describes#as#influences#on#Thor#(Mannythemovieguy#2011),#
and#other#such#German#expressionistZinspired#films#as#The)Third)Man#(Image#28).#
In#Thor,# as# in# these# films,#Branagh#does#use#such#angles# to#create# tension.# In#
addition# to# this#element,# there# is#an#added#motivation#behind# the#prolific#use#of#
Dutch#angles#in#this#film.#
 














         
Image 29: Dutch Angle (Simonson 1983)          Image 30: Dutch Angle (Branagh 2011) 
 
 
Image 31: Dutch Angle (Simonson 1985d) 
 
 












this#moment,# has# been# shown#only# in#midZshots# and# closeZups# so# that# the# full#
impact#of# the#helmet# is#diminished# in# the#earlier#scenes#and#emphasised# in# the#
LokiZasZking#scene.#
 










motion# in# the# scene,# such# as# when# Loki# descends# the# stairs.# This# movement#
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establishes#Loki# in#his#environment,#emphasizing#for# the#viewer# the#relationship#
between#the#character#of#Loki#and#the#actor#Tom#Hiddleston#on#his#stage,#which#










Jacques# (2008),# further# brings# to# mind# the# images# from# the# comic# books,#





Coulson#and#his#agents#as# they#arrive,# the#camera#now#parallel# to# the#horizon,#
indicating#the#steadiness#and#strength#of#S.H.I.E.L.D.#(Image#36).#
#




























Image 38: Wide Shot Battle (Branagh 2011) 
 






These# midZshots,# combined# with# the# posturing# and# performance# of# the#
actors,# helps# to#enhance# this# comic#book#aesthetic.#This# scene,# in# terms#of# its#
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significance# in# the# plot,# also# demonstrates# the# immaturity# of# Thor,# his#










These# Dutch# angles# and# additional# framing# techniques# can# be# seen#
consistently#throughout#the#film#and#contribute#to#the#element#of#audience#recall.#
Furthermore,# they#are#visually#striking#and#add# to# the#process#of# reminding# the#



































to#make#a#statement#about# the#space# inhabited#by# the#characters.#Such#a#shot#
exists#in#Thor#in#the#depiction#of#the#realm#of#Asgard#early#in#the#film,#although#this#



















About# the# casting# of# Chris# Hemsworth# as# Thor,# Branagh# says,# “He#
absolutely#owned#it.##He#walked#in#and#took#the#part#by#the#scruff#of#the#neck,#and#
one# realized# that# we’d# be# luckier# than# a# lucky# thing# to# have# him# .# .# .# Chris#
Hemsworth#.#.#.#showed#himself#to#be#a#natural#screen#actor.##He#knows#how#to#
hold#a#screen.##He#knows#how#to#be#in#front#of#the#camera,#not#just#to#do”#(2011).#
In# discussing# his# role# as#Thor,#Hemsworth# adds,# “We# just# kept# trying# to#
humanize#it#all,#and#keep#it#very#real.#Look#into#all#the#research#about#the#comic#
books#that#we#could,#but#also#bring#it#back#to#‘Who#is#this#guy#as#a#person,#and#
what’s# his# relationship#with# people# in# the# individual# scenes?’# And#working#with#




This# intertextuality# is# further# seen# in# Hemsworth’s# performance# in# the# scene#
mentioned#above#in#which#he#tries#to#retrieve#Mjolnir.#The#physicality#and#posturing#
of#Thor#as#he#dramatically#swings#his#arm#outward,#almost# like# in#dance,#as#he#
reaches# for# the# hammer# is# much# like# in# the# comics,# creating# those# superhero#
“visual# “moments”# onto# the# screen”# (ZellerZJacques# 2008,# p.# 145)# that# are#
reminiscent#of# the#comics.#The#element#of# keeping# “it# very# real”,#grounding# the#




Image 39:  The Joy of Thor (Branagh 2011) 
 
This# scene# further# explores# Geraghty’s# statement# concerning# the# gap#














Branagh#says,#“the#act#.# .# .#of#Loki# is#wonderfully#seamlessly#done#by#Tom#who#




Branagh# further# compares# the# character# of# Loki# to# that# of# Cassius# in#
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Shakespeare’s#Julius)Caesar#while#Hiddleston#compares#Loki#to#the#character#of#






a#strict# diet# for# six#months#before# filming# in#order# to#achieve# the# lean# look# that#
characterises#the#images#of#Loki#in#the#comic#books.#
























Branagh# suggested# that#Hiddleston# study# the#work# of# certain# actors# in# specific#
roles#who#had#created#performances#that#Branagh#found#conducive#to#the#portrayal#
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that# he# wanted# Hiddleston# to# achieve.# Hiddleston# acknowledges# Branagh’s#
guidance#in#determining#his#own#portrayal,#saying:#
Interestingly#enough,#he#said#to#look#at#Peter#O’Toole#in#two#specific#
films,# ‘The# Lion# in# Winter’# and# ‘Lawrence# of# Arabia’# .# .# .# What’s#
































Branagh# draws# attention# to# the# performance# of# Hiddleston# when# Loki#




ambitious# and# perhaps# a# rather# jealous# brother.# # To# be# mischievous# and#
dangerous,#of# course,# is#a#necessity# for#Loki,#even# if# one#does#not#necessarily#







you’re# interested# in# what# happens# and# in# which# you#might# invest.# # It# can’t# be#
overburdened#by# suddenly#becoming# the#grand#passion#of# the#ages.# #And# yet,#
there# is#much# to# value# out# of# these# instant# connections# between,# in# this# case,#
people#from#other#worlds”#(2011).#
Natalie# Portman,# cast# in# the# role# of# Jane# Foster,# attributes# Branagh’s#
selection#as#the#director#as#one#of#the#main#reasons#for#which#she#chose#to#take#












what# has# been# popularly# described# as# being#America’s# equivalence# to# royalty,#
adds#further#to#the#audience#acceptability#of#Portman#as#an#equal#to#the#godliness#
of#Thor.##
Branagh’s# choice# in# casting# for# the# Warriors# Three# and# Lady# Sif# was#
dependent# upon# the# way# they# react# to# each# other.# His# goal# was# to# make# the#
viewers#believe# that# they#are# friends,# that# they#have#been#on#many#adventures#
together,#and#that#their#friendship#went#a#long#way#back,#perhaps#even#having#gone#
to# the# Asgardian# Academy# together# (Images# 40Z41).# They# should# exude# a#




Image 40: The Warriors Three (Simonson 1984c) 
 
 






discover#Thor# in# the#coffee#shop,#which# is#presented# in#a#Dutch#angle#midZshot#
(Image#42).#
#







“Costume# is#a#vital#part#of# the#adaptive#process#of# the# text# from#page# to#
screen#since#it#is,#and#has#been#throughout#filmmaking#history,#one#of#the#primary#














the# film,# such# as# the# horned# helmets,# as# these# had# an# influential# role# in# the#
portrayal#of#the#characters#in#the#comic#books.##
In# reference# to#costuming#and# the# look#and# feel#of# the# film,# screenwriter#
Millar#continues,#“in#terms#of#the#style#.#.#.#Simonson#[illustrator#of#numerous#Thor#
comic#books]#was#a#huge#influence#on#that#.#.#.#Visually.#.#.#a#lot#of#that#idea#was#














   
      Image 43: Thor Chris Hemsworth                    Image 44: Thor (Simonson 1986) 
 
“The# costume# here# supports# the# character# readings# fostered# by# the#
narrative,# maintaining# the# costume# designer’s# tradition# of# offering# character#
insights#that#the#narrative#does#not#spell#out#explicitly.#As#part#of#an#adaptation,#the#
costume#works# to#concretize# ideas# thrown#out#by# the#novel#but#not#dwelt#on#at#
length”#(Gibson#and#McDonald#2012,#p.#301).#
Important#for#Branagh#was#to#capture#the#feel#of#each#individual#character,#









This# is#what#she#tried# to#achieve# in# the#costumes# in#Thor,#costumes#that#



















of# three,# four#months# it#was#a#pretty#difficult# thing# to#wake#up#and#put#on#every#
morning.#But#it#sells#such#an#image#in#the#picture.#It#does#a#lot#of#the#work#for#you”#
(Huver#2010).#





metaphoricallyZcharged#scene#as#Odin# is# literally#stripping#Thor#not#only#of# that#











Captain# Alfred#Dreyfus,# who# is# cashiered# from# the# French#military,# accused# of#
being#a#traitor#(Images#45Z46).#
 
Image 45: Cashiering of Thor (Branagh 2011) 
 








of# his# six/nine# months# of# very# intensive# work# in# the# gym”# (Branagh# 2011).# In#
discussing#the#costuming#for#this#scene,#Branagh#continues:#

















into# the# face#of#Odin.# # In# the#scene#which# is#said# to#have# taken#place#after# the#















who# says,# and# we# believe# him,# “thou# shalt# not# pass.”# # His# voice# was# slightly#
amended#“to#just#maximize#the#beautiful,#rich,#dark,#warm#tones#in#it#because,#as#
the#single#representative#of#Asgard#out# there,#we#wanted#to# just,#every# time#we#
heard#and#saw#him,#to#be#aware#of#this#memory#of#the#guardian,#the#man#whom#
you#disobey#at#your#peril”#(Branagh#2011).#
The#armour#of# Loki# is# also#heavily# influenced#by# the# comics.# Like# in# the#
comics,#he#is#shown#in#the#film#wearing#his#signature#green.#The#Loki#of#the#comics#
is#continually#depicted#wearing#green,#which#may#be#argued#as#representing#the#




                      
                   Image 47: Loki                                                      Image 48: Loki  





great# look,# the# great# line.# # Nothing# could# rattle,# nothing# could# roll.# # And# the#
combination#of#what#the#collar#does,#the#lines#on#the#front#of#that#costume,#ditto#














                         #
       Image 49: Loki (Branagh 2011)                              Image 50: Satan (Hyams 1999) 
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The# costuming# in# Thor# not# only# proclaims# the# distinction# between# the#
Asgardians# and# the# people# of# Earth.# Asgardian# costumes# are# designed# to#
constitute# a# fantastical# presence# in# themselves# and# are# used# to# showcase#




woman,# in# contrast# to# the# costuming#of# the#woman#of#Asgard.# Jane# is# seen# in#
casual# jeans#and#shirts,#often#plaid# flannel#shirts#which#designate#an#outdoorsy#
lifestyle.# She#wears# little#makeup,# letting# her# natural# beauty# show,#making# her#
appear#freshZfaced,#a#hint#of#the#tomboy,#and#in#line#with#the#archetypical#”downZ









Famed#multiZOscarZwinning# costume# designer# Edith#Head,# in# discussing#
the#role#of#costume#in#film,#states:#
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In# pictures# it's# to# give# the# impression# that# the# actor# is# the# person#
about# whom# the# story# is# told# .# .# .# The# point# that’s# important# and#
interesting# is# that#a#costume#designer#can# translate#someone# into#
someone#else#through#the#medium#of#clothes.# I#would# like#to#think#
that#if#the#sound#went#off#during#a#movie,#you#would#still#know#a#little#








When#deciding#upon#a# setting# for# the# film,#Branagh#says# that# they#were#
looking# for# a# vast# landscape#on#Earth,# something#epic,# that#would# be#powerful#
enough#to#mirror#the#epic#landscape#they#intended#to#represent#off#Earth.#He#had#






employed# in# classic# American# westerns,# particularly# that# used# in# the# films#
Appaloosa#and#Silverado.#Says#Branagh:##
We# took# the# basic# shape# and# we# remodeled# the# frontages# and#













coherent# environment# community# where,# when# eventually# it# is#






























Image 55: People in the Sun (Hopper 1963) 
 
 
Image 56: Puente Antiguo (Branagh 2011) 
 
These# statements# constitute# a# continuous# method# that# Branagh# uses#
throughout#his#earlier#films#in#dealing#with#the#settings.#As#discussed#in#Chapter#
Four,#once#again#a#single# location# is#used#for#most#of# the# film,# the# town#having#
been#built#from#scratch#in#the#desert.#The#set#for#Earth#is#designed#not#to#establish#
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in# the#1950s,#which#can#be#seen#as#symbolic#of# the#arrival#of# the#alien#Thor#on#
Earth.##
#
Image 57:  Puente Antiguo Coffee Shop by Night (Branagh 2011) 
 
















In# the# temporary#set# that#S.H.I.E.L.D.# creates# to#house# the#hammer,# set#
designer#Bo#Welch#created#a#series#of# tubes#and#cubes# that#were#a# “marriage#
between# again# the# fantastical# up# on# Asgard# and# in# space# and# down# here#
earthbound# but# still# excitingly# graphic# and# dynamic# .# .# .# both# the# way# that# he#
designed# it#and# the#starkness#with#which#Haris#Zambouloukis#could# light# it#was#
very#exciting”#(Branagh#2011).#
This#is#the#setting#for#the#earlier#mentioned#scene#in#which#Thor#attempts#to#




intertextuality# again# of# both# the# hypotexts# and# hypertexts# in# the# portrayal# of#








Image 60: S.H.I.E.L.D. Compound Reflected in Heimdall’s Eye (Branagh 2011) 
 
The# film# incorporates# a# number# of# props# that# again# pay# homage# to# the#
comics.#In#several#of#the#shots#taking#place#in#the#town#in#New#Mexico,#prominently#
displayed#on#a#billboard#that#features#a#picture#of#mountains,#above#the#newsstand#













































## ########################  











comics.# #The#bridge# in# the# film# is#a#straight# flat#bridge#with#changing# lights#and#
colours#that#shimmer.# #The#goal# in# the#design#was#to#create#a#magical# feel# that#
showed# the# light# impacts# upon# the# bridge# which# changed# slightly# when# the#
characters#walked#on#it#(Branagh#2011).#








The# realm# of# Jotunheim# in# the# film# is# a# conglomerate# of# massive# ice#






beginning#with#Henry) V,# and# including# his# Shakespearean# films,) Frankenstein,)
Jack)Ryan#and#Cinderella.#For#Doyle,#the#challenge#of#scoring#this#film#was#to#try#


















slow# strings# etc.# He# is# a# passionate# creature,# brave# yet# sometimes# weak#




orchestral# strokes# and# thicker# orchestration# helped# to# depict# the# grandeur# and#























like# a# crazed# child# hysterically# screaming.# # Some# part# of# him# is#
broken#by#the#certain#knowledge#that#he#ain’t#going#back.##That’s#it.##
It’s#over.##No#home,#no#friends,#no#family,#no#powers.##This#becomes#








they# may# have# a# sneaking# admiration# for# his# cheeky,# grinning,#




by#Billy#Swan#entitled# I)Can)Help.#This#song# includes# the# lyrics,# “If# you#need#a#
problem,#don’t#care#what#it#is.##If#you#need#a#hand,#I#can#assure#you#this#I#can#help.##
I#got#two#strong#arms,#I#can#help”#(Swan#1974).#This#song#plays#as#the#townspeople#









the# use# of# the# song# in# the# film# states# that# “Ken# in# particular# just# loved# it#with#





An# interesting# note# to# add# in# reference# to# the# sound# and#music,# or# lack#
thereof,#in#the#film#is#that,#at#one#point,#as#Thor,#Sif,#Loki#and#the#Warriors#Three#











Cinematic# Universe.# In# spite# of# his# earlier# association# and# identification# as# a#
director#of#Shakespearean#films,#which#may#have#made#him#a#surprising#choice#
for#some,#he#was#actually#a#logical#choice,#for#“In#raising#films#from#properties#that#






Marvel#channels#authorial#power# into# the# form# that#best#serves# its#
continuing#serial#plan:#the#shared#universe.#Each#successful#release,#
while#undoubtedly#burnishing#the#reputations#of#individual#directors#
like# Jon#Favreau,#Kenneth#Branagh#or#Whedon# (and,# importantly,#
requiring#the#input#of#their#personalities),#counts#in#weight#added#to#
the#credibility#of#the#studioZbrand.#Although#not#denying#the#presence#
of#name#directors# (highly# rated# figures# like#Branagh#or#auteursZinZ
waiting# recruited! a# formula# was# struck# in# official# posters# from# a#
relatively#early#stage,#with#a#legend#–#‘From#the#studio#that#brought#
you# Iron#Man’o# ‘From#the#studio# that#brought#you#The#Avengers’#–#







Branagh’s# reputation# and# status# as# a# director# thus# lent# an# added#
respectably#to#the#franchise#while#fitting#in#with#its#desired#image#and#brand#name.#
Branagh#is#a#nostalgic#director#who#tries#to#connect#to#the#audience#and#does#not#












towards# the#aficionados# in# the#audience#who#may# recognize# these#clues#which#
may#not#necessarily#be#noticed#by#others.#These#clues#are#a#means#of#establishing#
a#connection# for# the#members#of# the#audience#who#may#have#various#different#
experiences#with#respect#to#their#knowledge#of#the#sources.#
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This#can#also#be#seen#as#a#means#of#establishing# trust# in# the#audience.#
Branagh#does#extensive#research#into#the#history#of#his#subject#matter.#With#this#
background,# he# offers# clues# from# various# sources,# creating# confidence# in# the#








performances# from#the#hyptertexts#and#other# influences# that#Branagh#wishes# to#














what# to# select,# what# to# include.# There# are# nine# realms,# there# are#










difficulty# of# navigating# familial# relationships.# Another# theme# is# the# feeling# of#
isolation#and#alienation#of#the#“manZagainstZtheZworld”#who#feels#the#weight#of#the#
world#on#his#shoulders#alone.#A#third#theme#is#the#question#of#the#fitness#to#rule.#




telling#a#good#story.#As#Langdon#states,# “At# the#core#of# the#Hollywood#classical#
style#was#storytelling”#(Langdon#2010,#p.#73).#
Thor# is#wrestling#with# his# anguish# over# his# banishment# from# his# father’s#
graces.#Loki#is#suffering#from#the#jealousy#he#feels#towards#his#brother#Thor,#the#




This# theme#carries# throughout#Branagh’s#earlier# films#as#well,#as#seen# in#
such#examples#as#Hamlet’s#difficulties#with#his#mother#and#uncle#in#Hamlet,#Don#











Among#Branagh’s# earlier# films,# this# theme# is# seen# in# the# story# of# Victor#





newly# discovered# identification# as# being# a# carrier# of# the# HIV# virus# in# Peter’s)
Friends,#and#Joe#Harper,#who#singleZhandedly# takes#up# the#burden#of# trying# to#































adapted# from#Clancy’s# first# four#novels# in# the#series#prior# to# the# filming#of#Jack)
Ryan:)Shadow)Recruit.#Unlike#the#previous#films,#there#is#no#specific#novel#from#
which#this#film#is#adapted#but#it#contains#appropriations#of#some#of#the#hypotexts#
and# hypertexts.# Like#Thor,# Jack)Ryan:)Shadow)Recruit# can# be# described# as# a#




the) Kremlin# (1988),) Clear) and) Present) Danger# (1989),# The) Sum) of) All) Fears#
(1991),#Debt)of)Honor#(1994),#Executive)Orders#(1996),)The)Bear)and)the)Dragon#
(2000),#and#Red)Rabbit# (2002).# In#addition,#Ryan#makes#an#appearance# in# two#




Jack#Ryan,#now#referred# to#as#Jack#Ryan,#Sr.,#continues# to#appear#or# is#
mentioned#in#a#number#of#novels#in#the#series#that#Clancy#wrote#featuring#Ryan’s#
adult# son,# Jack#Ryan,# Jr.,# which# includes#The) Teeth) of) the) Tiger# (2003).# Also#
included# in# the# series# are# four# novels# written# by# Clancy# with# Mark# Greaney,#
including#Locked)On# (2011),#Threat)Vector# (2012),#Command)Authority# (2013),#



















released# in# 1994,# starred#Harrison# Ford# as# Jack#Ryan.#The)Sum) of) All) Fears,#
released#in#2002,#starred#Ben#Affleck#as#Jack#Ryan#and#was#seen#as#a#reboot#of#
the# franchise#since# the#setting#was#updated# to#a#more#modern# timeframe.#Jack)
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The# film# tells# the# story# of# a# young# graduate# student# who# is# profoundly#
affected#by#the#events#of#September#11,#2001.#As#a#consequence#of#this#attack,#
Jack#Ryan#drops#out#of#university#and# joins# the#Marines,#where#he# is#seriously#










be# linked# to# terrorist# activity.# Jack# is# ordered# by# the# CIA# to# go# to# Russia# to#




























primary# influence# upon# this# film,# however,# is# the# architextual# spy# thriller# genre#
whose#various#elements#are#incorporated#into#the#film.#This#study#examining#the#
intertextuality#of# the# film#discusses#not#only# the#hypotext#Clancy#novels#and#the#
hypertext# film#The)Hunt) for)Red)October,# but# it# includes#an#examination#of# the#
elements#of#the#architextual#spy#thriller#genre#that#are#found#in#the#film,#all#used#to#
elicit#audience#recall.#












hospital.# The#medics#who#are# taking# him#discuss# the# fact# that# he# has# suffered#
extreme#injuries#including#burns#and#that#his#back#has#been#fractured,#yet#he#still#























reason# for# incorporating# this# scene# into# the# film# as# a# means# of# # further#
strengthening#the#character#of#Jack#Ryan,#Branagh#explains,#“If#there’s#any#danger#
of# people# thinking# that# Jack# is# in# some# way# a# settled# or# placid# character,# or#
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goes# all# the# way# through# the# books# .# .# .# was# something# we# considered# really#








































opening#of# the#film#Sorry,)Wrong)Number# for# the#cinema#scene#was#Branagh’s.#
Says#he,#of#this#choice:#
Telephones#play#an#enormous#part#in#our#movie#.#.#.#and#I#liked#that#
opening# caption.# The# idea# at# the# beginning# of# Jack’s# story# that# a#
single#telephone#call#could#be#the#difference#in#people’s# lives.#The#
melodrama# is#great.#And# I#so#wanted# to#have#a#scene# in#a#movie#













films# can# be# seen# in# the# walkZinZtheZwoods# scene.# Viktor# Cherevin# goes# to# a#
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secluded#wooded#area#to#secretly#meet#with#a#Minister#of#the#Russian#government.#
During# their#walk# in# the#woods,# the#Minister#says# that#he#warned# the#US#of# the#
dangers#of#a#UN#vote#and#he#questions#Cherevin#as# to#whether#he#had#started#
moving#the#assets#when#the#vote#went#against#the#Russians.#Cherevin#replies#in#
the# affirmative# and# the#Minister# reminds# him# that# he#must# understand# that# the#
government#will#remain#entirely#distanced#from#the#events#to#follow,#that#anything#






















Image 68: The Walk in the Woods (Branagh 2014) 
 
 
Image 69: The Walk in the Woods (Coen and Coen 1999) 
 
This#walk#in#the#woods#leads#to#another#architextual#element#of#the#film,#that#
of# the# mysterious# sleeper# cells# of# Soviet# spies# or# assassins# assimilated# into#
American#society#years#or#even#decades#before#and#kept#in#readiness#in#case#they#
are#ever#needed# to#commit#acts#of# sabotage#or# terrorism# in# the#USA.#Such#an#




who# remains# loyal# to# Mother# Russia# and# to# Cherevin,# who# happens# to# be#
Aleksandr’s#biological#father.#Aleksandr#is#similarly#sent#on#a#mission#to#bomb#Wall#






the# fightZinZtheZhotelZroom# scene.#When# Jack# goes# to#Moscow,# he# is#met# by# a#
private# security# guard# from# the#Cherevin#Group.# The# security# guard/bodyguard#
chauffeurs#him#to#his#hotel#and#then#accompanies#him#to#his#hotel#room,#carrying#
his#bags.#Once#they#are#in#the#hotel#room,#the#security#guard#attacks#him#and#tries#







sent#with# the# intention#of#murdering# the#main#characters#of# the# films,#and#these#
fights#take#place#within#a#very#confined#and#limited#space.#
That#same#evening,#Jack#meets#with#his#mentor#Harper#on#a#park#bench.#



























in# the# woods.# About# this# scene,# Branagh# says,# “as# the# end# expanded,# as# we#





















oil# prices# to# fall# and# it# would# bankrupt# the# Russian# government.# The# Russian#
ambassador#says# that# they#will# regard#US#approval#of# the#pipeline#as#an#act#of#
economic#war#against#the#Russian#government.#The#US#defies#Russia#and#votes#

































Chris#Pine#and#go# through# refining# the# script# and#asking#questions#and# things.#
Then#Kevin#Costner#came#aboard,#we#did#the#same#thing#with#him,#and#then#Keira#












stay# with# it.# And# what# I# love# about# his# set,# too,# and# it’s# probably#
because#he’s#an#actor#directing#actors,#is#that#there’s#actorZfocus#and#
a# lot# of# times# with# big# films,# I# think# because# there’s# so# much#
responsibility#elsewhere# in# the# film,#what#with#CG#or#effects#or# the#
visuals#of#it,#he’s#very#happy#to#kinda#sit#in#a#scene#and#talk#with#the#
actors.##He’ll#oftentimes#stand#right#next#to#the#camera#and#watch#us#
work,#which# is#great.#He’s#not#hidden# in#video#village#all# the# time,#
which#sometimes#can#happen.#So#I#appreciate#that.#(Browne#2014)#
#
When# approaching# the# direction# of# the# film,# Branagh# says,# “One# of# the#














In# this# opening,# Branagh# was# influenced# by# his# previous# work# with#
Shakespearean# drama,# and# notes# that# “great# art# starts#with# simple# questions,”#





in#New#York# on#September# 11,# 2001.# The# drama,# the# setting,# and# the# tone# is#
provided#by#the#real#life#pivotal#events#that#took#place#on#this#date#and#altered#the#





of# its#occurrence.#As#Branagh#explains,# “We#all# knew#what#we#were#doing#and#











In# this#scene,#when#Jack#sees#students#rushing# into#one#of# the#buildings#
and#he# joins# them#to#discover#what# is#happening,# the#camera# follows#him.#This#
scene# is# a# series# of# tracking# shots,# consistent# with# Branagh’s# previous# films,#








tracking#shots# is# that#here# they#are#presented# to#seem#that# they#are#more#eyeZ
level,#as#though#they#are#from#the#eyes#and#viewpoint#of#the#viewer.#This#framing#




as# he# is# lost# in# the# crowd.#This# further# references# the# generally# claustrophobic#













says# he# is# trying# to# achieve# (2014).# All# these# camera# techniques# thus# aid# in#
Branagh’s#attempt#to#create#an#effect#that#is#rough#rather#than#smooth,#adding#to#
the#tension#of# the#film#and#the#tone#of#a# traditional#spy#thriller# from#the#opening#











Another#example#of# this# is# the#scene# in#which#Cathy#and#Jack#have# just#
argued# over# Cathy’s# suspicions# about# his# having# an# affair.# The# camera# tracks#
through#the#darkened#apartment#before#coming#upon#a#door#with#windows#through#
which#Cathy# is# revealed#seated#on#a#sofa#and#watching# television.#The#camera#
watches#her#through#the#windows#before#cutting#to#Jack#standing#in#the#doorway#
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(Image# 71).# This# example# establishes# the# viewer# as# voyeur# with# the# use# of#





Such# framing# evokes# memory# of# the# classic# Hitchcock# thriller# Psycho#
(1960).#Norman#Bates#removes#a#hanging#picture#from#the#wall#and#peers#through#




Image 71: Voyeuristic View (Branagh 2014) 
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Image 73: Voyeuristic View (Branagh 2014) 
 
Branagh#says,#“I#love#that#shot#with#all#the#fluorescents#dancing#away#in#the#
















in# his# other# films.# Throughout# this# film# there# are#moments#when# the# deliberate#











Jack’s# temporary# and# claustrophobic# prison.# Allowing# the# audience# to# see# the#
location# through# Jack’s# eyes# also# allows# them# to# join# him# in# searching# for# an#
escape.#
These#techniques#together#collectively#aid#in#creating#the#feeling#of#the#spy#
genre# in# that# the#viewer,#when#watching,# is#always#made#aware#of# the#defined#








not#caring#about#his# looks.# In# reference# to# this# fight# in# the#hotel# room,#Branagh#
discusses#the#fish#out#of#water#scene#where#Jack#has#had#training#in#the#Marines#
but#is#not#really#a#fighter.#Branagh#says:##
It’s#a#street# fight,# it’s#a#bar# fight,# it’s#a#brawl.# #You’re#grabbing# the#
breaks#where#you#can#get#them.#You’re#having#to#be#ruthless.#One#
of# the# things# that# I# think#Chris#Pine#was#pretty# brave# to#do# in# the#
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context# of# a# part# which# you# might# call# a# movie# star# part.# In# this#
situation,#those#veins#on#your#face#do#pop#out#and#you#get#a#bit#florid#
and#it’s#not#necessarily#the#most#becoming#look#for#a#moment#or#two#






















conversation# is# playing# out,# the# Steadicam# circles# around# Jack# in# a# dizzying#
motion,#contributing# to# the#sense#of#panic# that#Jack#exudes,#and#demonstrating#












one#go#with#a#Steadicam#shot.#What# do# you# think?’#And#he,#God#
bless#him#said,#‘Let’s#go#for#it.’#And#then#we#ended#up#running.#We#
did#six,#seven,#eight#takes#just#backZtoZback.#The#Steadicam#guy#was#






here# and# saying# to# Haris,# ‘Wasn’t# that# great?’# He# said,# ‘It# was#
beautiful,#wasn’t#it?’#I#said,#‘Yeah,#it#was#a#beautiful#performance.’#He#







the# character# in# his# space# and# his# relationship# with# that# space,# as# well# as#
demonstrating#to#the#viewer#that#he#is#really#there#in#“real#Moscow”.#
This#film#is#the#first#of#Branagh’s#films#in#which#both#film#and#the#Red#Epic#











was# to#make# it# look# like# film.#Again,#we# took# a#modern# technique#
when#we#needed#to#and#found#ways#of#integrating#it.#
#
The# action# sequences# of# this# film# are# also# indicative# of# the# methods#




films,# even# in#his# car# chases.#The#emotional# reactions#of# the# characters# to# the#
action#are#always#incorporated#within#the#action#scenes.#
An#example#of#this#is#the#car#chase#through#the#streets#of#Moscow#as#Jack#
tracks# and# follows# the# vehicle# of# Cherevin# who# is# holding# Cathy# captive# and#
threatening#her#with#physical#harm.#
As#Haris#Zambarloukos#states:#





chase”.# And# within# all# of# those# things,# there# is# always# constantly#
some#kind#of#emotional#conflict,#some#kind#of#dramatic#element,#and#










remember# the# lines,# and# he’s# got# so# many# things# to# think# about# doing# that#
sequence”#(Branagh#2014).#This#is#typical#of#how#Branagh#puts#the#actors#under#
pressure# and# makes# them# really# perform,# which# helps# to# give# that# sense# of#
heightened#reality#and#to#feel#the#real#sweat#and#terror#of#the#chase.#It#is#another#
example#of#how#the#camera#is#used#to#enhance#performance.#








The# long# uninterrupted# shots# are# not# as# prominent# as# in# Branagh’s#
Shakespearean# films,# but# this# indicates# that# Branagh’s# methods# in# creating# a#
performance#are# the#same# regardless#of#whether#or#not# the#scene#will# later#be#
broken#up.#
Chris#Pine#had#already#been#cast#in#the#role#of#Jack#Ryan#when#Branagh#






Within# the# traditional#spy# thriller#genre,# there#are#a#number#of#characters#
that#exist#as#iconic#archetypes#which#are#herein#incorporated,#characters#who#play#
a#significant#part# in# forwarding# the#story.#As#such,# the#casting#of#actors# to#play#
these#types#of#roles#was#very#significant.#Says#Branagh,#“For#those#who#love#the#





















represents# something# quintessentially# American# .# .# .# and# he# has#


































Ratched# in# her”# referring# to# the#wicked#nurse#played#by#Louise#Fletcher# in# her#
OscarZwinning#role#in#the#film#One)Flew)Over)the)Cuckoo’s)Nest.#Branagh#further#
explains#that#her#introduction#into#the#film#is#“part#of#what#people#say#would#happen#






















designed# to# indicate# their# power# which# Branagh# employs,# especially# in# his#
characterisations#of#his#villains.##






the# costuming,# stating,# "I# have# always# been#a# huge# fan# of#Katharine#Hepburn,#
particularly#her#style,#and#so# looked#to#her# for# inspiration,#she#had#a#practicality#
about#her,#a#simplicity#of#dress,#but#still#always#managed#to# look# feminine#even#
wearing#pants,#men’s#brogues,#and#a#simple#shirt"#(Jones#2014).#This#Katherine#
Hepburn# influence#can#be#seen# in# the#character’s#Oxford#shirts,#straightZlegged#
trousers,#and#boxyZshouldered#coats.##
6.4''Set'









and# juddering# a# bit,# but# still# commanding# its# primacy# on# the# world# stage.# And#













While# the#Kremlin#may#be#seen#as#a# symbol#of#old#20th# century#Russia,#
Branagh#wanted#also#to#convey#a#new#modern#21th#century#Russia#with#modern#
glass#skyscrapers#and#hiZtech#facilities,#to#say#“The#new#Russia#has#everything.”#
Things#are#deliberately# shown#which#have# lots#of# glass#windows#and#surfaces,#
hotel#rooms,#office#buildings,#glassZpaneled#doors,#all#of#which#contribute#to#that#
sleek,# modern,# minimalist# look# of# the# new# Russia,# while# at# the# same# time,#
contributing# to# the# continued# voyeuristic# feeling# that# is# deliberately# created#
throughout#the#film.#This#is#particularly#evident#in#a#scene#in#which#Jack#Ryan#steals#
information# from#Cherevin’s# computer# in# his# office.# The# scene# includes# a# shot#







textured# walls,# and# then# the# dominance# of# a# big# painting# that# celebrates# brief#



















locations# .# .# .# He#was# a# huge# contributor# to# the#movie.# I# think# he#made# a# big#
difference#including#these#little#touches.#If#you’re#a#guy#who#just#came#in#two#hours#
ago,# you# are#murdering# an# enormous#Nigerian#man,# and# then# you# go# out# and#
explain#how#the#world#is#going#to#end#to#Kevin#Costner,#and#you#come#home#and#
they’ve#decided#you#should#get#three#chocolates#for#your#trouble”#(Branagh#2014).#
Branagh# also# particularly# wanted# the# setting# of# a# scene# in# the# Russian#



















It# was# the# 007# stage# at# Pinewood# which# I# think# carries# a# certain#
romance# for#anybody#who# lives#and#works# in#movies#because# it’s#
such#a#big#stage,#has#a#huge#tank# inside# it.#You’re#aware#of#great#
movies,#not# just# the#Bond#movies# .# .# .#but#huge#sets#have#always#
gone#in#there.#So#we#had#a#chance#to#work#in#there#and#begin#the#
sense#of#size#here#that#we#were#trying#to#convey#underneath#New#
York# .# .# .# There# are# lots# of# tunnels# and# lots# of# underground# and#














The#musical# score# for# this# film,# as# in# every# other# film# that# Branagh# has#
directed,#was#composed#by#Patrick#Doyle.#Putting#his# faith# into#Doyle’s#abilities#







to#make#the# listener#uneasy,#alert,#and#even#a#bit# fearful.# It# is#underscored#with#
heavy# violins# and# the# deeper# brass# instruments# and# a# melodic# trace# of# the#
balalaika# tinkling# almost# like# bells# tolling.# The# score# ranges# in# tone# from# ultra#




Concerning# his# choices# in# composing# the# soundtrack,# Patrick# Doyle#


















In#describing#his#decision# to# incorporate#a#Russian#hymn# into# the#score,#
Doyle#states:#
When# I# saw#early# footage# of#Kenneth’s# character#Viktor#Cherevin#
praying#as#he#lights#a#candle#inside#an#Orthodox#church,#I#imagined#

















the# scene# in# which# Jack# returns# to# his# hotel# room# to# find# the# room# has# been#











those#of#Thor.#However,# the#methods#used#by#Branagh# to#achieve# the#different#
styles#are#similar.#Also#like#Thor,#the#film#is#a#bricolage#filled#with#intertextuality#and#
references#to#a#variety#of#hypertexts#which#are#designed#to#elicit#audience#recall.#
As# is# his# usual# practice# previously# demonstrated,# Branagh# begins# by#
making#a#decision#for#the#best#approach#based#upon#research#into#the#hypertexts#





architextual# elements# of# the# spy# film# genre,# such# as# the# incorporation# of# the#












Shadow)Recruit# and#Thor# is# the#way# in#which# the# camera# is# used# to# enhance#
performance#which#is#even#incorporated#into#action#scenes.#There#is#a#difference#











lives# his# life# in# isolation,# compelled# to# remain# alone# and# alienated# from# his#
coworkers#and#his#friends,#as#he#carries#the#future#and#stability#of#his#country#on#









stories#or# topics,# this#chapter# identifies# the#origins#of# the#Cinderella# legend#and#
some# of# its# various# incarnations# that# exist# in# different# parts# of# the# world.# The#




hypertexts# and#analyses# the#means# in#which# the# intertextuality# is# used# to# elicit#
audience#recall.#It#further#explores#the#way#the#elements#of#miseZenZscène#are#also#













Branagh’s# DisneyZproduced# film#Cinderella,# released# in# 2015,# stars# Lily#
James# as# Cinderella,# Richard# Madden# as# the# Prince,# Cate# Blanchett# as# the#
Stepmother,# Ben#Chaplin# as# the# Father,# Sophie#McShera# as#Drisella,# Holliday#














Rhodopis,# the# courtesan…was# a# Thracian# by# birth,#
slave#to#Iadmon,#son#of#Hephaestopolis,#a#Samian,#and#









her# female# attendant# and# carried# it# to#Memphiso# the#
eagle# soaring# over# the# head# of# the# king,# who# was#
administering#justice#at#the#time,#let#the#sandal#fall#into#
his#lap.#The#king,#struck#with#the#shape#of#the#sandal,#
and# the# singularity# of# the# accident,# sent# over# the#































embellishments,# many# of# which# can# be# found# online,# translated# into# English#
(Ashliman,#1998).##These#include#various#versions#from#a#wide#variety#of#countries#
throughout#Europe,#Asia,#and#the#Americas.#
One# of# the# earliest# recorded# versions# of# the# legend# comes# from# ninth#
century#China# (c.#850)#and# the#heroine#of# this# tale# is#called#YehZHsien# (Casey,#
2006).##The#story#of#the#slipper#and#the#search#for#the#unknown#and#unseen#owner#
of# the# shoe# is# quite# similar# to# the# story# of# Rhodopis’# shoe# in# that# the# king# is#
presented#with#a#shoe#that#he#finds#intriguing#and#goes#in#search#of#its#unknown#
owner,#never#having#met#her.#

















state# explicitly# that# this# film# is# “From# the# Original# Classic# by# Charles# Perrault”#
(Geronimi# and# Jackson#1950).#As# such,# the# action# of# the# 2015#Cinderella) film,#
which# uses# the# animated# film# as# a# major# hypertext,# rather# closely# follows# the#














As# Zambarloukos# says# in# the# interview# with# this# researcher# about# their#













characters# and# they# are# never#mentioned#by# name,# yet# for# a# child# reading# the#
books#or#being#read#to,#one#of#the#interesting#aspects#becomes#to#locate#where#in#
each#picture#these#characters#are#hiding.#
Branagh# incorporates# this# same# type# of# challenge# in# Cinderella.# For#
example,#perhaps#upon#first#watching#the#film,#not#everyone#will#notice#the#goose#
chandelier.#However,# for#a#child#who#owns# the#DVD,#recognizing# the#numerous#
examples#of#goose#imagery#may#become#a#mental#challenge#of#discovery#when#
watching#the#film#multiple#times.##
#Ellis# proposes# that# “The# faithfulness# of# the# adaptation# is# the# degree# to#
which#it#can#rework#and#replace#a#memory.#This#process#is#always#likely#to#fail#to#
some#degree,#as#the#generation#of#a#memory#from#a#reading#of#a#text#will#involve#
associations# of# a# contingent# and# personal# nature# as# well# as# more# culturally#
pervasive#ones”#(Ellis#1982,#p.#4).#






already#working.#This# isn’t# just#a#crazy#director’s# thing#of# I#was#reZ
cutting# it# in#my#head.# It’s# just# that# you# remember# it# differently.#As#
you’re#leaving#the#movie#theatre,#it’s#different#from#what#you#just#saw#
.#.#.#I’ve#said#to#a#few#people#as#they#say#to#me,#‘Oh,#you’ve#stuck#so#





particularly# about# these# cherished# experiences# which# sometimes,#
when#we#go#revisit#.#.#.#it’s#okay#to#retell#that#story#now#and#get#back#
to# why# I# did# love# it# because# the# real# version# on# my# memory# is#
somehow#dating.#(AOL#Build#2015)#
#
This# statement# of# Branagh# supports# specifically# the# premise# of# the#
significance# for# him# of# audience# recall# and# his# desire# to# create# a# personal#
experience# for# each# viewer.# It# further# supports# Wollen’s# (1972)# theory# of# the#
significance#of#the#semiology#of#film#aesthetics.#
In#his#interview,#Zambarloukos#points#out,#in#creating#a#new#version#of#the#
tale,# that# further# supports# Branagh’s# claimed# author# intent# concerning# the#
importance#of#audience#recall,#stating:#
There# was# a# certain# amount# of# responsibility# we# all# felt# as# crew#
members#with#Cinderella#that#we#didn't#really#feel#with#any#other#film#
to# that# extent,# at# least# in# that# it# is# completely# in# people's#





sure#didn't# fall# into# stereotype#or# chauvinism#or#anything# like# that.#
That#was#really#important#and,#at#the#same#time,#to#make#it#beautiful#
and#make#beautiful#gowns,#and#also#celebrate#art#the#way#that#old#












































cycle#of# the#butterfly#as#evolving# from#egg# to#caterpillar# to#chrysalis#until# finally#







has# a# deeply# ambivalent# symbolic# significance.# It# is# a# vehicle# of#
transformation#that#can#not#only#raise#us#up#but#also#stab#us#in#the#
heart.#Thus,# in#European# folklore,# the#butterfly# frequently#shows#a#
































animated#Disney#film# is# that# the#Disney#film#establishes#from#the#beginning#that#




1792,#one#can#argue# that# the#deaths#of# the#spouses#might#be# inferred#or#even#
taken# for# granted.# The# Grimm# version# opens# with# Cinderella’s# mother# on# her#
deathbed#and#states#unequivocally#that#she#dies.#





marry.# Ella# is# pleased# with# the# hope# that# this# marriage# will# bring# her# father#
happiness#and#she#welcomes#her#new#family#into#her#home.#
The#Stepmother#arrives,#a#woman#who# “had#known#grief#but#she#wore# it#
wonderfully# well”# (Branagh# 2015).# The# stepsisters# Anastasia# and# Drisella# are#
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immediately# rude# and# condescending# towards# Ella.# The# Stepmother# and#









In# the#Branagh# film,#as# the# father#prepares# to#go#on#another# journey# for#
business,# the#stepsisters# request# that#he#bring# them#back#presents#of# lace#and#
parasols,#while#Ella#requests#only#that#he#bring#back#for#her#the#first#branch#that#
touches#his#shoulder#as#he#departs# from#home.#The#Stepmother#overhears# the#











and#brings# for# his# own#daughter# a#hazel# twig# that# brushed#against# his# hat# and#









Stepmother# is#well#aware#of# this.#Drisella# tries# to#play# the#harpsichord#and#sing#





girl# does#not# tell# him#of# her#misfortunes#and# simply#does#as# she# is# told# by# the#
stepmother.#
One#of#the#most#striking#differences#between#the#two#stories#and#the#Disney#






















up# with# the# brilliant# moniker# of# “Cinder# Ella”# (Branagh# 2015).# Thereafter,# Ella#
becomes# Cinderella.# This# incident# is# appropriated# from# the# Perrault# hypotext#
wherein#to#keep#warm#after#her#daily#work# is#completed,#the#girl#sits#among#the#
ashes#and#cinders#of#the#fireplace,#which#gets#her#dirty#and#causes#her#stepsisters#














The#name#Kit# is#borrowed# from# the#additional# hypertext# film#of# the#1965#
television#adaptation#of#Cinderella#based#upon#the#play#with#the#music#and#lyrics#



































            
    Image 76: Portrait (Geronomi 1950)                     Image 77: Portrait (Branagh 2015) 
 
The#Prince#asks#the#King#whether#if#he#were#to#marry,#could#he#not#marry#a#
simple# country# girl.# The# Grand# Duke# responds# with# questions# concerning# the#
number# of# soldiers# such#a# girl# can# bring# to# strengthen# the# kingdom.#The#King,#
understanding#his#impending#demise,#responds#by#saying#it#is#essential#to#him#that#








begin# to#plan#how# they# can#snare# the#Prince#as# the#bridegroom# for# one#of# the#






stepsisters# in# the#Grimm’s# tale.# In# this# tale,#Ashputtel’s#widowed# father#marries#
another#woman#who#already#has#two#daughters#of#her#own#who#are#“fair#in#face#
but# foul# at# heart”# (Grimm# Brothers# 1905).# In# the# Grimm# tale,# these# three# new#
!! 244!
arrivals#to#the#household,#as#in#the#film,#badly#mistreat#the#newlyZdubbed#Ashputtel#
and# take#away#her# fine#clothes,# forcing#her# to#wear#only#a#dirty#old#grey# frock.#
Throughout#the#years#that#follow,#they#make#her#do#all#the#work#of#a#housemaid#
under#a#constant#barrage#of#mental#and#verbal#abuse.#
Also# mirrored# in# the# animated# film# and# in# the# Grimm# story# is# the#
Stepmother’s#promise#that#if#Cinderella#completes#her#chores#in#time#to#clean#up#


























a# dress# that# Cinderella’s# mother# had# owned# and# other# bricZaZbrac# that# they#






thereby#aiding#her# in#accomplishing#her# impossible# task.#The#addition#of# talking#
mice#wearing#clothes#and#able#to#sew#is#a#typical#Disney#fabrication.#
In#the#live#action#film,#since#the#Stepmother#would#not#make#a#dress#for#Ella,#



































film,# the# Fairy# Godmother# orders# Cinderella# to# return# before# midnight# as# the#
enchantment#will#be#broken#on# the#stroke#of#midnight.#None#of# these#elements#















Cinderella# to# attend# the# ball.# The# Fairy# Godmother# takes# a# pumpkin# from# the#
garden# and,# with# a# touch# of# her#magic# wand,# turns# the# pumpkin# into# a# gilded#
carriage.#She# then# collects# six#mice# from#a#mousetrap# and# turns# them# into# six#
dapple#gray#horses.#Cinderella#finds#a#fat#rat#in#a#trap#and#the#Fairy#Godmother#





has# the# coachman# derived# from# a# rat# and# the# hypertext# uses# a# horse# as# the#
coachman.#
In# the# film,#Mr.#Goose# is# used# as# the# coachman.# This# is# an# animal# that#
appears# frequently# in# the# film,# carrying# forward# the# animal# symbolism# that#
predominates#this#film.#The#goose#has#historically#had#a#symbolic#meaning.#First#
century# B.C.E.# Roman# poet# Ovid# mentions# geese# in# his# magnum# opus#





He# is# further# quoted# as# saying# that# geese# are# “more# sagacious# than# dogs”#
(OrangeManor#2016).# In# addition,# the# tales#of#Charles#Perrault# are# the# tales#of#













to# the# Prince,# but# he# remains# preoccupied# with# searching# for# Ella.# Ella# at# last#




















































the#King#gives#his# blessing# for# the#Prince# to#marry#whomever# he# chooses#and#
informs#him# that#he#should# find# the#girl#who#keeps# losing#her#shoe.#The#Prince#
becomes#King#upon#the#death#of#his#father#and#another#proclamation#is#issued#in#














The#Grand#Duke,#knowing#well# that#he#will#never# find#the#girl,# travels# the#
length#of#the#kingdom,#allowing#all#the#maidens#to#try#on#the#slipper.#None#can#fit#
it.# He# arrives# with# the# Captain# and# the# guards# at# last# at# Ella’s# home,# but# the#






















fit# it.# Cinderella# sees# her# sisters# trying# it# on# and# asks# to# do# the# same.# The#
gentleman#who#has#been#sent#along#with#the#slipper#allows#her#to#try#it#on,#in#spite#
of#the#stepsisters’#laughter#and#mockery,#and#the#slipper#fits.#Cinderella#pulls#the#














a# beautiful# hairdo”# (1993).# A# further# moral# to# be# gained# from# this# tale# is# that#
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“Without# doubt# it# is# a# great# advantage# to# have# intelligence,# courage,# good#







take# risks,#and#somewhat# ruthless# in# their#determination# to#achieve# their#goals,#
vastly#different#from#the#earlier#Disney#princesses#such#as#Snow#White#or#Sleeping#






This# is# not# a# Cinderella# who# remains# meekly# subservient# to# the# more#
forceful#Stepmother#and#Stepsisters#as#in#the#earlier#film.#This#Cinderella,#when#
questioned#by#one#of#her#former#servants#as#to#why#she#remains#under#the#tyranny#






This# section# continues# the# analysis# of# Branagh’s# direction,# camera#
techniques,#and#performances#of#the#actors#in#the#film.#The#aim#is#to#investigate#
whether# the#methods#of#Branagh#exhibited# in#Thor# and# in#Jack)Ryan:)Shadow)
Recruit# continue# in# the# direction# of# Cinderella# and# the# degree# to# which# the#
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intertextuality# of# the# film# can# be# seen# in# the# miseZenZscène# as# a# means# of#
establishing#audience#recall.#
The#camera#movement#in#Cinderella#stands#apart#from#Branagh’s#previous#
two# films# in# that# the# camera# is# slower# and# steadier# and# camera#movement# is#
designed#to#not#draw#attention#to#itself.#Many#of#the#shots#consists#of#slow#pans#or#
zooms,#and#the#tracking#shots#are#primarily#smooth#on#tracks#and#used#to#follow#























The# filming# took#place#as#a#series#of# long#continuous#shots# in#which# the#
camera#tracked#the#actors#on#horseback#through#the#woods,#then#circled#around#
them#as#they#performed#their#dialogue#(Image#78).#Numerous#takes#were#made#





performance# of# the# actors,# combining# action# with# performance# to# create#






the# scene,# both# our# real# actors# galloped# into# the# scene.# So# they#
galloped#into#the#scene#on#two#horses,#and#we#then#played#the#scene#
for#its#entire#length#each#time.#So#then#two#real#actors#have#to#control#
two# real# horses,# so# there’s# already# a# lively# spontaneous# quality.#
There’s# an# electric# quality# because,# frankly,# it’s# a# bit# dangerous.#
There’s# literally#all# this#horse#power.# It#meant# that#every# take,#you#
really#didn’t#know#what#would#happen#because#you#didn’t#know#what#
would# happen#with# the# horses.# # Also#we#made# sure# that# Lily# and#
Richard#hadn’t#really#spent#any#time#together#at#all,#so#this#was#the#




Image 78: Horses Circling (Branagh 2015) 
 












probably#have# them# ride#on#horses,#meet# somewhere,# get# off# the#
horse#and#have#a#conversation.#That#would#never#ever#happen#with#











thing.#He# really#does# love#physical# theatre#and# therefore#he# loves#
physical#film.#And#that's#what#I#call#it,#the#way#I#describe#it#to#people#














This#scene# is#similar# to# the#scene#on#the#rooftops#of#Moscow#when#Jack#
Ryan#is#frantically#asking#for#instructions#after#killing#the#bodyguard,#as#the#camera#
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circling# around# the# actor(s)# in# both# scenes# is# used# for# the# same# purpose.# The#
























































































Image 79: Dutch Angle (Branagh 2011) 
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In#the#film,#there#are#numerous#wide#shots#and#overhead#shots#to#showcase#








Image 80: The Ball (Branagh 2011) 
 










idea#of# creating#a#waltz#where# the#dance#and# the#emotion#are#all#
intertwined#was#the#thing#that#we#spent#time#on#and#really#wanted#to#
nail,#and#to#get#something#across#that#isn't#modern#filmmaking.#That's#
something# in# the# past# that# they# could# also# to# some# extent# never#
do.#Although#we#went#within#certain#limitations,#we#shot#on#film,#we#
shot#anamorphic#lenses,#we#used#real#sets#and#real#gowns#and#real#
choreography#and# real#waltz# and#all# of# that.#But# there#are# certain#






to# create# the# desired# effects.# Discussing# the# modern# means# in# which# he# and#
Branagh#achieved#the#aesthetic#of#1950s#cinema,#Zambarloukos#continues:#
Our# cranes# now# are# telescopic.# With# technoZcranes# far# more#
elaborate,#you#can#really#program# incredible#sweeping#moves# that#
you#could#never#do#in#the#1950s#with#a#regular#crane.#Lighting#can#
be#more#precise.#You#can#DMX#control# lighting#so#that# it# flickers#a#
certain#way.#All#the#lights#are#on#electric#winches#so#that#you#can#be#






This# attempt# to# recreate# the# film# aesthetics# of# the# 1950s# can# also# be# seen#
particularly#in#the#choice#of#costumes#for#the#film.#
For# this# film,# Branagh# again# adopts# his# usual# practice# of# enhancing# the#







and#Lily#books#on#a#weekly#basis.# “Have#a# look#at# this.#Read# this#
book.”# Things# that# you# wouldn’t# expect,# you# know.# I’d# get#
Machiavelli’s# The) Prince# or# something# and# he’d# say,# “I# think# the#
Prince#would#be#reading#this#just#now.”#And#although#you’re#not#going#





really# encourages# that.# And# that’s# kind# of# inspiring# to# be# around.#
(Mavity#2015)#
#
This# statement# further# supports# the# evidence# that# Branagh# devotes#
tremendous# efforts# to# research# in# his# approach# to# directing# his# films# and#















Image 82:  Stepmother Welcoming Guests (Branagh 2011) 
 
Image 83:  Stepmother Welcoming Daylight (Geronimi and Jackson 1950) 
 










Jack)Ryan:)Shadow)Recruit,# as# the# casting#of#Stellen#Skarsgård#as# the#Grand#












In# addition,# much# like# in# Love’s) Labour’s) Lost,# the# costumes# of# the#
characters#in#the#film#are#colourZcoded#according#to#the#individual#characters.#Like#
the# costumes# of# Loki# in#Thor,# the# costumes# of# Cate# Blanchett’s# character# are#









          
      Image 84: Stepmother and Stepsisters                 Image 85: Colour-coding of Branagh 
            (Geronimi and Jackson 1950)                                         (Camhi 2014) 
 
Designed#by#threeZtime#Academy#AwardZwinning#costume#designer#Sandy#














has# become# iconic# for# many.# Powell,# much# like# Haris# Zambarloukos,# felt# a#













    
 Image 86: Cinderella’s Mother’s Dress         Image 87: Cinderella’s Mother’s Dress 
       (Geronimi and Jackson 1950)                                     (Branagh 2011) 
            
  Image 88: Cinderella and the Prince                     Image 89: Cinderella and the Prince 








To# convey# a# weightless,# flowing# dress,# the# voluminous# skirt# was#
composed#of#more#than#a#dozen#fine# layers#of# fabric# that# included#








fantasyZinspiring# vision# can# be# seen# as# evidence# of# Branagh’s# desire# to# again#
provide#the#viewers#with#an#experience,#in#this#case#predominately#aimed#at#the#

















no#movement# in# crystal,# they#were# not#worn# by# Lily# James.# Instead,# the# glass#














something#even#better# than# the#ball# gown,# I# had# to# do# something#





royalty.# .# .A# team# of# seamstresses# meticulously# cut,# sewed,# and#











or# accents# for# the# costumes,#were#all# dyed#blue# to#match#Madden’s# blue#eyes#
(Images#91Z92).#
                          
        Image 91: The Wedding Clothes                            Image 92: The Wedding Clothes  





equals.# It# further# is# an# example# of# the# colour# coding# that# is# often# shown# in#
Branagh’s#films#such#as#the#colour#coding#of#the#couples#in#Love’s)Labour’s)Lost#
and#the#colour#coding#of#Don#Pedro’s#men#in#white#and#blue#and#Don#John’s#men#
in#white# and# black,# the# traditional# colour# of# the# “bad# guys”# in#Much)Ado) about)





















     
          Image 93: The Fairy Godmother                     Image 94: Glenda the Good Witch  
                       (Branagh 2015)                                   The Wizard of Oz (Fleming 1939) 
For#the#costuming#of#the#evil#Stepmother,#Powell#turned#to#the#films#of#the#
1940s,# citing# Joan# Crawford# and# Marlene# Dietrich# as# her# inspirations.# Powell#












specifically# in# a# particular# era.# It# also# is# indicative# of#Branagh’s# appreciation# of#
classic#Hollywood#cinema.##
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        Image 96: Cinderella’s Chateau                              Image 97: Cinderella’s Chateau 




        Image 98: Cinderella’s Fountain                      Image 99: Cinderella’s Fountain 
          (Geronimi and Jackson 1950)                                      (Branagh 2015) 
 
 




The# interiors#have#a#cluttered,# livedZin# feel#and# include#an#eclectic#collection#of#
items#that#represent#the#travels#of#the#father#throughout#the#world.#
 













Ferretti# based# his# grand# ballroom# on# Versailles,# Blenheim# and# a#
palace#in#Vienna.#It#had#a#massive#staircase,#balconies#and#marble#
floors,# and# took# about# nine# months# to# build# on# the# 007# stage# at#
Pinewood#Studios.#The#pattern#on#the#floor#took#weeks#to#lay#down#













Image 101: Gone with the Wind Ballroom (Fleming 1939) 
 
 


































Jon#Burlingame# puts# it,# “If# ever# a#movie# demanded# a# rich,# romantic# score,# it’s#










Of# his# score# which# has# a# 19th# century# feel# to# complement# the# setting#










sings# Lavender’s) Blue,# a# 17th# century# English# folksong,# the# soundtrack#
orchestrates#her# singing,# then# stops#when# the# young#Cinderella# sings,# drawing#
attention#to#the#point#that#the#character#of#the#mother’s#singing#was#diegetic#rather#
than#singing#as#a#part#of#a#musical.#In#Disney#animated#films,#there#are#songs#in#
which# the# characters# sing# their# emotions#which# are# not# supposed# to# be# actual#
singing#but#are#a#part#of# the# inner#dialogue#of# the#character.#This# film#does#not#
share#this#element#with#the#animated#version.#It#is#not#a#musical,#so#the#singing#in#
the#film#is#diegetic#sound.#
This# song# recurs# throughout# the# film# and# can# be# interpreted# as# the#Ella#
theme#song.#The#music#played#as#she#enters#the#ballroom#is#a#musically#enhanced#





















states,# “It#would#be#the#ultimate#disaster# to#have#an#appalling#singer#sing# those#
immortal#words”#(Burlingame#2015).#
This#film#is#the#third#Disney#film#in#its#series#of#live#action#films#adapted#or#
appropriated# from# its# earlier# animated# films.# The# first# was# the# film# Alice) in)






Bonham# Carter# sings#Bippity) Boppity) Boo,# both# songs# from# the# animated# film#













As# Burlingame# states,# “Performed# by# the# 65Zpiece# London# Symphony#
Orchestra,#the#score#offers#fanfares#and#flourishes#for#the#princeo#magical#sounds#
for# the# fairy# godmother# (Helena# Bonham# Carter)o# furious# chase# music# for# the#
pumpkinZcoach#getawayo#and#warm,#lyrical#music#for#Ella’s#special#relationship#with#
her#birth#parents”#(Burlingame#2015).#The#use#of#known#songs#from#the#previous#












scène# is# through# the# use# of# camera# techniques,# including# constant# camera#
movement,# frequent# use#of# panning#and# tracking# shots,# camera#movements# to#
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symbolise# the# characters’# emotions# and# camera# framing# to# reference# earlier#
hypertexts.##
Another#method#in#which#Branagh#incorporates#intertextuality#into#the#miseZ






music# are# further# used# to# incorporate# intertextuality.# Costuming# is# filled# with#
intertextuality# referencing# his# specific# choices# of# hypotexts,# hypertexts,# and#
architexts,#as#well#as#transtextual#influences#such#as#classic#Hollywood#films#that#
audience#members#may#recognise#and/or#be#reminded#of.##




camera#work# is#one#of# the#ways# in#which#he#achieves# this,#such#as#circling# the#
actors#or# panning# in#a# scene,#which#gives# the#audience#not# only#a# view#of# the#
environment#of#the#actors#but#reveals#their#relationship#with#the#other#elements#in#
the#scene.#
The#music# in#all#his# films# is#composed#by#Patrick#Doyle#and#often#has#a#
variety# of# intertextual# references# that# Branagh# chooses# to# incorporate.# It#












There# are# also# usages# of# repeated# patterns# and#motifs# that# allow# even#
young#minds#to#look#for#more#in#the#film#than#just#the#events#that#are#happening#






the#ambiguous# timeframes# in# the#settings,# in# the#use#of#grandiose#scenes#with#
many#extras,#and#the#slower#movement#of#the#camera#in#such#techniques#as#its#








The# three# major# themes# as# discussed# in# Branagh’s# previous# films# are#




alienated# from#the#people#around#her.#Cinderella,#suffering# from#the# loss#of#her#
beloved#mother#and#father,#finds#her#only#friends#take#the#form#of#farm#animals#and#
mice.# She# takes# upon# her# shoulders# alone# the# responsibility# of# preserving# the#
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memory#of#her#father’s#legacy#by#doggedly#continuing#to#maintain#the#upkeep#of#







seen# as# the# best# monarchs# to# ever# rule# the# land.# These# recurring# themes# in#
Branagh’s#oeuvre#evidence#Sarris’#third#premise#in#reference#to#meaning,#as#well#
as#Leitch’s#criterion#of#thematic#consistency#(2007,#p.#256).#














He# has# a# very#methodological# approach# to# directing# in#which# he# is# well#











actors.#This#continues#throughout#his# later# films,#yet#he#also#begins# to#add#new#
















actors# that# he# chooses# to# cast.#He# is# shown# to#work# closely#with# the#heads#of#
various#departments#and#aspects#of#the#films#that#he#directs#and#to#be#involved#in#



















Leitch’s# suggestion# that# an# auteur’s# “authorial# stamp# is# less# closely#
connected#with#original#creation#than#with#brand#name#consistency#and#reliability”#




provides# evidence# of# Leitch’s# posit# that# auteurs# are# successful# “at# turning#
themselves#into#brand#names”#(2007,#p.#256).#
Leitch’s#proposal#that#auteurs#have#an#“association#with#a#popular#genre”#




256).# #As# regards# the# final# criterion# that#Leitch#proposes,# that#of#possessing# “a#
public#persona#that#can#be#converted#to#a#trademark#more#powerful#than#the#other#
authorial# trademarks#with#which# it# will# inevitably# compete”,# (2007,# p.# 256),# this#
thesis#adheres# to# the#previously#discussed#hierarchy#of# the#Marvel# and#Disney#
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brands,# and# proposes# that# Branagh’s# films# under# these# brands# still# bear# his#
authorial#stamp#beneath# the# larger#umbrella#of# the#Marvel#and#Disney#authorial#
stamps#and#branding.#












In# this#way,# this#research#contributes# in#moving#forward#the#discourse#on#
the# use# of# semiotic# codes# to# communicate# with# the# audience# and# how# it# is#




of# an# adaptation# is# to# replace# the# original# hypertexts# in# the# memories# of# the#






Shakespearean#phase#and# it# is# the# first# film# in#which#Haris#Zambarloukos# joins#
Branagh#as#an#important#element#of#Branagh’s#team#of#crew#members#with#whom#
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sources# in# the#same#manner# that# the# later# films#are.# In#addition,# the# three# films#
chosen# provide# sufficient# material# to# examine# the# questions# posed# by# this#
research.#
One#of# the# initial#questions#posed# in# the#beginnings#of# the# research#was#












“transmedia# corporate# hegemony”# (Leitch# 2007,# p.# 255),# with# its# extensive#
marketing#of#accompanying#filmZoriented#merchandizing.#Thomas#Leitch#points#out#
that:#
It#would#be#a#mistake# to# think#of# the# corporate#model# of#Disney’s#
continuing#success#as#an#exception#to#the#general#rules#of#authorship#
whereby#adapters#can#aspire# to# the#conditions#of#auteurs.#No# less#
than#Disney# do#Hitchcock# and#Kubrick# imply# corporate#models# of#
authorship# that# seek# to# hide# any# signs# of# corporate# production#
beneath#the#apparently#creative#hand#of#a#single#author#whose#work#
–# that# is,# whose# intentions,# whose# consistency,# whose# paternal#
individual# care# for# the# franchise,# even# if# that# franchise# is# as#
suspenseful#as#Hitchcock’s,#as#prickly#as#Kubrick’s,#or#as#horrific#as#
Stephen#King#–#can#be#trusted.#Auteurs#of# this#sort#are#made,#not#
borno# they# emerge# victorious# in# battle# with# competing# auteurs,#
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whether#writers,#producers,#or#starso#and#their#authorial#stamp#is#less#
















The# thesis# further# indicates# that# a# goal# to#which# Branagh# aspires# in# his#








of# the#research#he#wishes#to# incorporate# into# the# film,# including#elements#of#his#
own#personal#experiences#and#influences#which#then#become#additional#transtexts#
of#the#film.#These#choices#he#shares#with#his#cast#and#crew#in#order#to#enhance#














Another# method# designed# to# achieve# this# is# giving# actors# direction# to#
research#hypertexts#or# transtexts# for#visual# insight# into# the#physicality#or#mental#
state# of# their# characters.#One# example# of# this# is# his# direction# to#Hemsworth# to#
incorporate#the#physicality#of#Thor#from#the#comic#book#and#from#the#physicality#of#
boxers.# Another# example# is# the# direction# to# Hiddleston# to# watch# specific#




costumes# that#evoke#memories#of#hypertexts,# such#as# the#similarities#of#Thor’s#
costumes#in#the#film#and#the#comics,#the#colourZcoding#of#the#costumes#in#the#film#
to#match#those#in#the#animated#feature#of#Cinderella#and#the#costumes#designed#








such#as# the#Kremlin# to# reference#Cold#War#spy# thrillers# in#Jack)Ryan:)Shadow)
Recruit.#Music#also#provides#intertextuality,#such#as#the#inclusion#of#songs#from#the#
animated# feature# and# from# Branagh’s# As) You) Like) It# into# Cinderella.# These#
methods#all#contribute#to#Branagh’s#ability#to#create#audience#recall#in#his#films.#
This#study#discusses#Branagh’s#intention#of#triggering#audience#recall,#while#
understanding# that# audience# members# view# films# with# various# levels# of#
involvement.# Viewers# with# a# high# level# of# such# involvement# may# be# seen# as#
viewers# informed# by# prior# knowledge# of# a# film’s# hypotexts,# hyptertexts# and/or#
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in# her# article# Understanding) Disappointment:) The) Australian) Booklovers) and)
Adaptation,#points#out#that:#















varying# levels# of# involvement.# The# study# of# audience# reception# in# relation# to#
audience# recall# is# outside# the# scope#of# this# thesis,# however,# yet# it# provides# an#
additional#area#for#further#research.#
This#study#contributes# to# the#scholarly# literature# in# the# field#of#adaptation#
studies#in#terms#of#its#expansion#of#the#theory#of#Geraghty#on#using#miseZenZscène#
and#semiotic#codes# to#evoke#audience# recall#by#exploring# the#methods# through#
which#miseZenZscène#can#be#used#to#achieve#this#recall.#The#originality#of#this#study#
is#its#proposal#that#by#evoking#in#the#audience#an#element#of#live#performance,#the#
resulting#effect#may#be# the#enhancement#of# recall#by#placing# the#audience# in#a#
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frame#of#mind#to#better#perceive#the#semiotic#codes#of#the#film.#It#further#contributes#




The# study# also# contributes# to# the# academic# literature# analysing# the# films# of#
Branagh#during#his#postZShakespearean#phase.#
The# depth# of# the# research# into# the# intertextuality# of# the# caseZstudy# films#
adds# strength# to# the# ability# to# discover# the# influences# from# the# hypotexts,#
hypertexts# and# architexts# that# Branagh# incorporates# into# his# films.# Additional#
strengths#of#the#study#are#that#the#depth#of#this#work#encompasses#a#wide#range#
of# sources#across#numerous# types#of#media#and# that,#although# the# research# is#
accompanied# by# the# personal# interview# with# Haris# Zambarloukos# and# the#









of#proposing#whether# these#goals#are# in# fact#achieved# is#open# to#debate#based#
upon# individual# audience# perception.# This# provides# fodder# for# future# research#
based# upon# the# models# of# Simone# Murray# for# the# exploration# of# audience#
response.#Further#exploration#can#also#be#made#into#the#methods#of#capturing#the#
element#of# live#performance#on# film#and# its#effect# upon#audience#perception#of#
semiotic#codes.#
In# addition,# the# development# of# the# Marvel# cinematic# universe# and# its#







to# a# wide# range# of# potential# research# topics# with# an# equally# wide# range# of#
theoretical#approaches#such#as#those#based#upon#the#study#of#intertextuality#and#
transtextuality,# Geraghty’s# theory# of# audience# recall,# and# Murray’s# studies# of#
audience#reception,#to#name#but#a#few.#It#further#opens#the#door#for#future#research#
into# the# contributions# of# the# various# television# series# within# the# Marvel# filmic#
universe.#As#Leitch#points#out:#
There# is#much# to#be#gained#by#considering# the#peculiar#problems#
raised#by#postliterary#adaptations#–#that#is,#movies#based#on#originals#
that#have#neither#the#cachet#of#literature#nor#the#armature#of#a#single#
narrative# plot# that# might# seem# to# make# them# natural# Hollywood#





The# significance# of# the# study# to# practitioners# is# that# it# provides# practical#






It’s# definitely# been# my# experience# that# you# prepare,# prepare,#
prepare,#plan,#plan,#plan,#in#order#to#be#able#to#deviate#from#a#position#
of#strength.# It’s#usually#easier# to#handle# the#bad#news# that#comes#
along#when#suddenly#your#actor#X#isn’t#available,#they’re#sick#today#
or#something#.#.# .# #but#we’re#only#in#the#location#for#one#day#and#it#

































to# which# the# cinematographer# of# all# of# the# caseZstudy# films# replied# that# these#
attempts#were#“very#deliberate.#Absolutely#deliberate#and#that#was#the#intention.”#
When# asked# whether# the# camera# was# used# as# a# means# of# capturing# this,# he#
replied:##
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much# harder# to# make# something# your# own# than# it# is# to# make#
something#original.#So#that#requires#tremendous#effort#and#patience.#
#
Branagh# has# spoken# often# in# his# biography# and# in# interviews# of# his#














that# feeling# for# his# audience,# thereby# defining# his# attempt# to# give# back# to# the#
audience#the#kind#of#exultation#which#he#received#from#this#theatrical#performance.#












these#familiarities# in#order# to#allow#the#viewers# to#use#their#own#preconceptions#
and# connections# to# the# material# to# create# a# personal# experience.# Branagh#






























whereby# the# viewers# receive# information# that# evokes# memories# of# their# own#
experiences# and# thereby# draws# them# back# into# the# action# taking# place# on# the#
screen.#In#this#way,#Branagh#pushes#the#viewers#away,#only#to#draw#them#back#in.#
This#distancing#serves#another#purpose,#that#of#evaluating#and/or#appreciating#the#










There# is# no# one# absolute# specific# technical# method# or# technique# that#
Branagh#uses#to#aid#in#capturing#a#degree#of#live#performance#on#screen,#but#rather#
a#combination#of#elements.#These#include#both#the#more#technical#side#of#filming,#
such#as#equipment#choice,# framing#and#camera#movement,#as#well#as# the# less#
tangible#side,#such#as#the#acting#and#rehearsals#or#lack#thereof.#There#is#also#no#























This# is# one# of# the# qualities# that# is# seen# consistently# throughout# all# of#
Branagh’s#films.#This#kind#of#use#of#camera#angles#is#also#particularly#prominent#in#
Branagh’s# film#Sleuth,# in#which#the#camera#evokes#recall#as# it#often#depicts# the#
familiarity# of# a# security# camera,# and# in# one# scene,# conveys# a# feeling# of# live#
performance# in# that# it# looks# like# the# proscenium# of# a# stage# in# which# the# two#
characters#are#playing#their#parts.#
Another# technique# used# by# Branagh# to# capture# the# live# element# of#
performance#is#the#shooting#of#a#scene#in#one#extended#take.#Even#when#the#scene#
will#later#include#different#cuts#and#individual#shots,#the#actors#are#still#required#to#
perform# the#entire#scene#without#a#break.#The# intention#behind# this# is# to# let# the#





which# puts# some# real# flame# under# the# actors.# They# get# kind# of#
















Evidence#suggests# that# the# live#element# is#captured# through#a#variety#of#
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